100 years
SWEET!

THE ART & SCIENCE
OF BEEKEEPING

BEAT THE HEAT

CREEKS, PONDS & POOLS
WILL KEEP YOU COOL

THE LONG HAUL
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“The best part of traveling
is being able to walk around.
But that’s getting harder
and harder to do.”

Get unmatched access to Indiana’s top
knee and hip surgeons.
Getting joint replacement surgery isn’t an easy decision, but it can be a step
in the right direction. And more patients in Indiana turn to the highly skilled
surgeons of IU Health for a better outcome and faster recovery.

More patients in Indiana turn to our surgeons for a better outcome.

Call 765.448.8700 today to schedule a
consultation with a highly skilled surgeon.

©2021 IUHealth 07/21 MRG19183
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Register for a FREE virtual joint replacement
seminar at iuhealth.org/joints

THE ONLY PRIVATELY-OWNED
FACILITY IN LAFAYETTE
1-1 SPECIALIZED THERAPY
HIGH STAFF-TO-RESIDENT RATIO
DAILY CHAPEL SERVICES TO MEET
YOUR SPIRITUAL NEEDS

Ken Thompson, Administrator - 21 years

Garry Gumasing, PT, CWS, SVT-BIG Cert. , Director of Therapy - 22 years
Nicole Hardy, RN, Director of Nursing - 19 years
Dylan Johnson, LPN, Unit Coordinator-Rehabilitation - 4 years

A

t Saint Anthony Rehabilitation & Nursing Center, we believe in delivering the highest
quality of client care. Our unparalleled expertise, commitment, and compassion assures
that we provide the very best healthcare in each service we offer.
SHORT-TERM CARE
• Physical, occupational &
speech therapy, both in/
out patient services
• Cancer Care
• Cardiac Care & Rehab
• Diabetes Care
• IV Therapy

LONG-TERM CARE
• Neuromuscular Rehab
• Stroke Rehab
• Pain Management
• Respiratory Therapy
• Physical, occupational
& speech therapy
• Wound Care & Prevention

BEST
NURSING HOMES

BEST
NURSING HOMES

BEST
NURSING HOMES

BEST
NURSING HOMES

BEST
NURSING HOMES

BEST
NURSING HOMES

U.S.News

U.S.News

U.S.News

U.S.News

U.S.News

U.S.News

& WORLD REPORT

2015

& WORLD REPORT

2016
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To learn more visit SaintAnthonyCares.com or call us at 765.423.4861.
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Let's keep that
summer vibe going
So far, this summer has seemed more like a typical Greater Lafayette summer.

My calendar has been lined up with weddings (or one-year anniversary celebrations due to COVID); trips to the farmers markets; Aviator baseball games at
beautiful new Loeb Stadium; reunions at Teays River and the Black Sparrow with
former colleagues; drinks with neighbors on the front porch; coffee with friends at
Fuel; and the anticipation of the Brood X cicada onslaught that never happened.
Pretty sweet.
I like a good summer vibe, and from cover to cover, this July issue of Greater
Lafayette Magazine is filled with ideas and inspiration to keep that vibe humming
into fall. Here are a few highlights:
The Long Center. I’m betting you’ve driven or walked by the iconic sign on N.
Sixth Street, but have you ever been to a concert or other event at this downtown
Lafayette venue? It’s been around for a remarkable 100 years, and it’s a journey
worth celebrating (Page 44).
Water sport adventures. From kayaking and canoeing to fishing and frolicking,
Greater Lafayette has a body of water for everybody looking for water (Page 76).
Beekeeping. Maybe you’re not too hip to the idea of raising bees, but here we
celebrate those who are – and the sweet products of their labor (Page 30).
Dog n Suds. The last day of school for our daughter meant a trip to Dog n Suds.
We would enjoy frosty mugs of root beer and a favorite treat from the back of our
pickup truck, looking forward to the school-free days of summer ahead. Dog n
Suds has been around for 65 years for good reason. If you haven’t already, why not
start your own tasty family tradition (Page 23)?
The Tippecanoe County Fairgrounds. Maybe you were one of the myriad visitors to the Tippecanoe County 4-H Fair, which ended on July 24. If not, you don’t
need an invitation to check out the shiny new facilities in their familiar spot on
Teal Road in Lafayette. The new fairgrounds look to the future with a nod to the
past (Page 28).
Summer at Purdue University. Sure, there are some students on campus and
camps have been running at full force. But before the freshmen descend on the
West Lafayette campus in record numbers, take some time to stroll the quiet, treelined grounds, admire the art and sculptures scattered throughout, and soak in the
history of this Big Ten treasure (Page 66).
New-on-the-scene boutiques and specialty shops and long-time manufacturing
icons prove that, from small businesses to major production facilities, Greater
Lafayette is thriving. Learn more about what they are all about (Pages 84 and 14
respectively).
Finally, we’ve added a new magazine feature, Ask the Experts. Aimed at small
business owners, this Q&A format is an opportunity to access the knowledge and
experience of some of Greater Lafayette’s most talented and successful business
owners and managers (Page 74).
Here’s to that summer vibe! Cheers!

Editor, Greater Lafayette Magazine

SUBSCRIBE TO GLM

Get to know the Greater Lafayette community by subscribing to Greater Lafayette
Magazine. It’s easy! Go to greaterlafayettecommerce.com and click on the About Us
tab. Then click on Greater Lafayette Magazine to view past issues and subscribe.

WE ARE

TOGETHER

Let’s network.
Wintek has the tools and the expertise
to evaluate your technology and make
appropriate recommendations to
maximize the efficiency and budget of
your business. From ﬁber internet
connections to data center services and
IT consulting, we craft custom solutions
to ﬁt the unique needs of your business.

We’re proud to serve businesses in the
Greater Lafayette area.
Meet our team (left to right):
Chris Barsotti, Sales Account Manager
Jody Hamilton, External Affairs Director
Jason Monroe, Vice President, Sales & Marketing

Contact us today for a free,
no-obligation consultation.
wintek.com / (765) 742-8428

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
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ON THE COVER:
The Long Center's iconic sign is a
familiar sight on Main Street.
Photo by Christine Petkov

The Long Center celebrates
a century.
|page 44
Welcome Note |page 4
From Editor Carol Bangert

BUSINESS & PROGRESS:

These manufacturers
are here for the long haul
|page 14
Column: Ask the Experts
|page 74
Boutiques cater to every
taste |page 84
COMMUNITY & CONNECTION:

23

Dog n Suds: Serving the
community for 65 years
|page 23
New-look fairgrounds
welcome more than
fairgoers |page 28
Greater Lafayette's
21st Century Talent Region
|page 40

54

Our Diverse Community:
Akanocure Pharmaceuticals
|page 54
Dr. David Bathe retires
|page 62
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT:

Escape to a new kind of fun
|page 8
Summer's a great time to
wander at Purdue
|page 66
Lakes, pools and ponds beat
the heat |page 76
GARDENS & NATURE:

Lessons learned from
keeping bees
|page 30
Summer means special lawn
and garden care |page 58
SPORTS

Tailgating is back |page 88

Strengthening the fabric of our community.
Old National proudly supports the Greater Lafayette Community.
As much as we are a financial institution, Old National is a group of parents, volunteers, artists,
athletes, neighbors and friends. By making investments of our time, talent and treasure, we work
with you to strengthen the fabric of our community.

Lafayette 140 S. Creasy Ln (765) 446-3620 | 100 N 2nd St (765) 637-4370

West Lafayette 3503 Paramount Dr (765) 637-4663

oldnational.com
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Eric Simons
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Editor's Note: This story was written before many COVID-19 restrictions were lifted. Check business websites for up-to-date protocols.

Ways to Escape
the Hot Summer Sun
Soaking up the sunshine is a relaxing way to spend

summer days, but you might find yourself longing for
more. There are a variety of businesses in the Greater
Lafayette community that offer an escape from the
norm. Join us on this journey as we solve clues,
slay dragons and master puzzles. After exploring
these lively gaming spots, let’s unwind with a guided
winery tour while basking in the aroma of
rejuvenating fragrances.

Mission: Breakout Lafayette

missionbreakoutlafayette.com
When Eric Simons met up with his remote human
resources team more than six years ago at an escape
room in Bloomington, Illinois, he didn’t know what
to expect. “I was running late and didn’t really want
to travel on a Friday afternoon. I had no idea what an
escape room even was at the time,” Simons says.
Once Simons was introduced to the rules and began
to collaborate with his team to solve the clues, he fell
in love with the idea. He quickly observed the steady
stream of guests arriving and realized that the Bloomington location was a college town comparable in size
to Greater Lafayette. Since he had always wanted to
start his own business, he began to lay the groundwork for opening an escape room in Lafayette.
After connecting with one of the “pioneers of the
escape room industry” who shared his values and
beliefs, he realized his dream was becoming closer
to a reality. They signed an agreement together in
the spring of 2016, and Mission: Breakout Lafayette
opened in the fall of the same year.
Upon arrival, guests are greeted with a smile. “Our
focus is on building relationships with our customers, one escape at a time,” Simons says. After a brief
check-in and orientation process, your private group

is “locked” in one of four escape rooms, each with a
unique theme and setting. Your mission “is to attempt
to solve clues and puzzles in order to escape the room
within 60 minutes.” Win or lose, groups get their
pictures taken after the adventure. “If you don’t break
out in time, we will explain what you missed,” Simons
says.
Out of the four escape rooms, Lake Effect may
resonate most with folks from this area who remember the blizzard of 1978. “Set in a rustic cabin on the
banks of the Wabash River, groups will find themselves with only a lantern to light the way to clues,”
says Simons.
Although the pandemic was challenging, Mission
Breakout has really taken off in 2021. “It’s been a
blessing, and we are so grateful that guests choose us
as an option to spend their entertainment dollars,”
Simons says. “To maintain a safe environment, rooms
are used for private groups only and are cleaned thoroughly. Items that are moved during the game are
cleaned twice before they are returned to their original locations. Our team wears masks and provides
social distancing between themselves and customers
during introductions.”
With a background in human resources, Simons
understands the importance of team building and
collaboration. “Mission Breakout offers a fun way for
managers to learn how their staff works with others and how they work with you. There’s always an
opportunity to learn how to improve,” Simons says.
Mission Breakout is in the process of rolling out a
new program that provides curriculum to managers
through instructional time led both before and after
the 60-minute escape room challenge.
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Rugged Xscape

ruggedxscape.com
Rugged Xscape, owned by Guy Rugg, opened in
April 2017. Rugg wanted to bring something different
and fun to the area to suit everyone. Misty Denham,
manager and game advisor, has been with Rugged
Xscape since the beginning.
“We affectionately refer to escape rooms as love action video games,” Denham says. “We have families,
date nights, parties and team buildings; we have even
hosted proposals and birth announcements. It is a
fun, unique way to spend a night out or an afternoon
in, out of the elements outside.”
When you enter Rugged Xscape, your group is
greeted by your designated game master. Your game
master will guide you from start to finish in one of five
escape rooms. “Our policy is to have only one game
master per group,” Denham says. “We want to ensure
each group has their game master’s full attention and
focus.”
You can expect the escape room to test your wit,
puzzle solving skills and even patience, at times. “We
invest our all into making each group’s experience fun
and memorable, complete with a photo at the end accompanied by a hearty congratulations or a disheartening better luck next time,” Denham says.
Rugged Xscape takes great pride in cleanliness
and guest relations. Since the pandemic, additional
precautions have been established to maintain a safer
environment. Rooms are now restricted to private
groups and staff allots 30 minutes between bookings
to clean and reset the rooms. There is an abundance
of hand sanitizer available, and wait time in the lobby
is lessened to prevent groups from gathering together.
This local business has slowly bounced back from
the effects of COVID-19. “We have customers that
return again and again. We strive to have five stars in
Trip Advisor and have been recognized for holding a
high ranking in the Lafayette entertainment industry,” Denham says. “We love Lafayette and its people
and hope to be around for a long time.”
Guy Rugg
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Merlin’s Beard

John and Alicia Iles

merlinsbeard.net
When John Iles and his wife, Alicia, first dreamt of
opening a gaming spot, they thought it would be an
ideal way for folks to try out expensive games before
purchasing them. Since Merlin’s Beard opened in late
summer 2016, they haven’t observed many people
frequenting their business for this purpose. “Really,
we found people just wanted a friendly place where
they could play games and hang out,” John Iles says.
Merlin’s Beard is family friendly, offering board
games for all ages and abilities. “It’s a great place to
come for date night, a gathering with friends or time
spent with family. We can also accommodate larger
groups of up to 15 people,” Iles says.
If you choose to play games at Merlin’s Beard, a
player’s fare will give you access to a large selection
of board games where you can play as many as you’d
like. Since relocating to a larger location in 2019,
Merlin’s Beard has not only been able to expand its
footprint but also its restaurant and bar service, too.
Iles says that Merlin’s Beard has always adhered to
the guidelines set forth from the local health department to establish COVID-19 safety protocols. Its
tables remain at minimum six feet apart from one
another, and employees clean constantly.
For those searching for a specific game, you’ll likely
find it at Merlin’s Beard. New games are frequently
re-stocked and available for purchase. If you’d rather
stay in for the night, Merlin’s Beard has carry-out
game rentals, with an option to rent only games or
purchase a gamer kit that includes fresh food alongside a game rental. The Merlin’s Beard team works
hard to create something for everyone.
“Our people set us apart. I’ve been very lucky to
have a great staff with my manager, Andrew [Holtan],
at the helm,” Iles says. In a recent Facebook post, Iles
says, “Our people tend to run with us for quite a while
and they each put a stamp on the business uniquely
their own before they graduate on to the next phase in
their lives. Whether it’s a sandwich or a mixed drink,
a game on the shelf, or art on the walls, it’s the staff
that makes Merlin’s Beard what it is.”
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Beyond the Vine Wine Tours

beyondthevineindiana.com
Owner Jill Smit and her husband, Jared, always
enjoyed wine tastings but wished they had a personal
chauffeur to drive them from one winery to the next.
They figured others might appreciate this service
too. Beyond the Vine Wine Tours came to fruition in
spring 2017.
On a full-day excursion, guests experience a stressfree chartered tour of wine tasting at four central
Indiana wineries. There’s no need to rent a full
shuttle—you can go solo, with a partner or a small
group. Guests have the option of renting the entire
bus or purchasing individual seats.
“We have a lot of local guests too who have never
visited these wineries and just decide to make a day of
local, chartered wine tasting,” Jill Smit says.
Guests are picked up and dropped off at the DoubleTree hotel in Lafayette so they can conveniently
choose to stay the night for a complete vacation experience. Tours provide history and information on each
stop along the route.
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Jill Smit

“We talk about whether people like sweet or dry
wines and also explain other experiences they can
have at each stop, aside from the wine tasting,” says
Smit. “We pre-plan every part of the chartered tour to
make a completely stress-free experience. This way,
the couple or group can focus only on fun and memories rather than the details, route or time frame.”
For added safety protocols to combat COVID-19,
Beyond the Vine cleans the bus after each stop along
the route and again at the end of the trip. To ensure
distance between guests, tours are filled to 50 percent
capacity unless the bus is reserved for a private party.
“We have been open over four years now and really
have a great rhythm of the day that allows us to run
smoothly and seamlessly, but we also have flexibility
to adjust to the group/couple when needed,” Smit
says. “We are so excited to continue to take local
guests, out-of-state guests and folks from all over the
country on a west central Indiana wine tour!”

Bask Aroma

baskaromaco.com
After visiting a store with a unique scent-creating
experience in a different state, owner Susan Henrikson thought opening a similar shop would be a wonderful addition to Lafayette. “I wanted a consumer
experience store that felt like a space to unwind and
relax while spending time with friends and family,”
Henrikson says.
At Bask Aroma, visitors travel on a scent journey.
“Upon entering, guests experience over 100 different
scent offerings. Our amazing team of scent specialists help guests choose two or three scents that blend
well together. Then, they are given supplies to make
candles, wax melts, room sprays or reed diffusers,”
Henrikson explains.
Bask Aroma also offers a body care line with goat
milk and honey lotions in addition to natural sugar
scrubs that you make yourself. To enhance this relaxing experience, guests can choose from a small wine

and appetizer menu. Bask Aroma is a great option for
date nights, parties, groups and special events such as
birthdays, showers or team building.
“Bask Aroma opened in the summer 2019, and we
are different than any candle store in Lafayette in that
you create your own scented masterpiece,” Henrikson
says. “Our candles are made with premium fragrance
oils, soy and paper cotton wicks, which will give you a
cleaner, truer scented product.” ★
Kelly Norton and Susan Henrikson
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BY CINDY GERLACH
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MANUFACTURING
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MAINSTAYS
These companies have a long history
of innovation in Greater Lafayette
ZF Friedrichshafen AG: zf.com

When David Ross completed his degree in
mechanical engineering at Purdue University
in 1893, he began to tinker with all things
mechanical. Over the next 10 years, he began
to develop parts for the newest American
undertaking: the automobile. By 1906, he was
convinced to start his own company to manufacture these parts.
The Ross Gear & Tool Co. was founded in
1906, in buildings at the corner of Eighth and
Heath streets in Lafayette, manufacturing
steering systems, differential gears and axles,
all based on Ross’s designs.
It was a commercial success — and one
of the earliest manufacturing successes in
Lafayette.
Today, that site is the home of ZF Friedrichshafen, a global automotive manufacturer
from Germany. It follows in the footsteps of
Ross’s company, manufacturing all types of
automotive technology, including steering
and linkage and electric drive components,
says Roy Molter, marketing manager for ZF.
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Ross’s early business venture was so successful that he spun some of his interests off
into Fairfield Manufacturing in 1919. In 1964,
TRW purchased the Ross Gear division; by
the early 1990s, it was known as just TRW.
In 2015, ZF purchased the site.
Lafayette has been a great location for ZF,
says Molter. They are well-poised to be key
players in the commercial vehicle industry
in the Midwest, with proximity to other
manufacturers, such as Caterpillar, Cummins
and Wabash National. Transport is easily
accessible, with highways and convenient
rail access.
And it has an incoming capable workforce,
thanks to a large enough city and Purdue
graduates.
ZF is a leading supplier of automotive
technology in North America, Molter says.
And it looks forward to making a bigger mark
in the community. TRW during its
heyday was very active, Molter says. ZF is
now assessing needs and looking at ways in
which it can contribute.
“With new opportunities and high-tech
jobs, we’d like to make a bigger footprint,” he
says.
ZF is well aware of the history of the company. It sees the Ross name around town,
emblazoned on the Purdue football stadium;
they know the history. In 1932, Ross established some very particular patents for his
technology; ZF acquired these patents when
they bought the company.
It hopes to improve the strong tradition
established by Ross and continue that legacy.

» Evonik: evonik.com

When Eli Lilly announced the closing of its
Tippecanoe Labs in 2010, there was a brief
moment of panic over the potential loss of
more than 650 jobs.
The Germany-based Evonik Industries
saved those jobs with the acquisition of the
facility.
Eli Lilly has been a mainstay in Indiana
since its founding in 1876. In the 1950s, the
Tippecanoe Labs was founded to help with the
production of antibiotics. Today, under the
Evonik leadership, the company continues to
aid in the production of pharmaceuticals as a
specialty chemical branch.
“We are producing intermediates for other
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companies,” says Daniel Fricker, site manager
for Tippecanoe Labs. We produce specialty
chemicals to supply to other companies.”
The site has evolved over the past decade. It
uses existing assets, Fricker says, but continues to add instruments for growth and
compliance.
Under Eli Lilly, Tippecanoe Labs was integrated into the supply chain for Lilly. Today,
it is a custom manufacturing site, producing
on behalf of other companies. It has continued to manufacture some products for Lilly,
but also it has enlarged its service for other
companies, Fricker says. It continues to adapt
and adjust as the market changes.
The acquisition of the site has been complementary to the Evonik business model,
Fricker says. The proximity to Purdue University provides them with engineers and chemists, with an excellent work ethic. And access
to other natural resources makes the lab an
ideal location.
“It’s a benefit to society, manufacturing
life-saving drugs,” says Fricker. “The production of pharmaceutical products and our own
patents help us enlarge our visibility in the
pharmaceutical world.”

» Arconic: arconic.com

While you were watching the Olympic
diving trials earlier this summer, you may not
have known Arconic was represented.
Those aluminum diving boards? They are
Arconic products.
“If it flies or drives, we’re on it,” is a company catch-phrase. Arconic, which spun off from
Alcoa in 2016, is known for making aluminum
extrusion components with applications for
the aerospace and automotive industry, says
Paul Starr, plant manager.
Through the years, the company has grown
in its development of products for the aerospace and defense markets, as well as in
commercial aviation.
“If you’ve ever been on a plane, it more than
likely has a product that was made at this
facility,” Starr says.
Quite simply, the company has positioned
itself due to its uniqueness: it makes products
that no one else can. And these products have
applications in a variety of areas, ranging
from as small as 18 inches to the underpart of
an airplane, 100 feet in length.

“We make things from our materials that are
lighter and stronger than anyone could have
imagined 20 or 30 years ago,” says Scott Greeson,
community relations assistant. “We try to stay on
the cutting edge.”
The Lafayette location was chosen in the 1930s
because of its Midwest location, water supply,
and because the property already contained a rail
spur from the Nickle & Plate railway, Greeson
says. This positioned it to be a key player during
World War II and the nation’s defense needs.
Over the years, Arconic Lafayette has been a
leader in industrial innovation and advanced
engineered solutions. Arconic aluminum products have been part of flight and space technology since its very beginnings; they were on the
Kitty Hawk flight with the Wright Brothers, they
landed on the moon, and they were on the space
shuttle.
Arconic provides around 700 jobs in the
community. Its proximity to Purdue is a definite
advantage, says Starr, with Purdue’s strong engineering and aeronautics programs. The company
is able to take advantage of various partnerships
and internships that are mutually advantageous.
“We are such a leader in materials,” he says.
“The folks who are in the vein want to work for
us.”
The company also is committed to giving back
to the community, Greeson says. The
Arconic Foundation gives more than $225,000 to
local charities each year. Its funding priorities are
a commitment to education, particularly STEM,
environmental sustainability and social equity.
“It’s part of what we do,” says Greeson. “We’re
not just a friend to our employees. We’re a friend
to the community.”
Which all lends to a company whose goal
is to help people.
“That plant has touched all of our lives,” Greeson says. “There’s not a person in town whose life
hasn’t been touched by our
products.”

» Lafayette Instrument: lafayetteinstrument.com
In 1947, Max Wastl, a Purdue graduate with
a degree in electrical engineering, established
Lafayette Instrument. Working out of a shed,
and using his knowledge of engineering and
human physiology, he built a company that
specializes in data acquisition, physiological
recording instrumentation and psychology
testing.
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Today, that same company is celebrating
its 75th year in business. With four product
lines and 2,292 products in 101 countries, the
company still operates using the principles
of its founder, says Jennifer Rider, president
and CEO.
Wastl saw a specific need for these data acquisition tools. Over the years, it has expanded, and its product lines include polygraph
instrumentation and equipment, human evaluation (dynamometers, testing equipment),
and the Clegg Impact Soil Tester.
As a company that started as the brainchild
of a Purdue graduate, it has continued to rely
on the university, Rider says.
“Our proximity to Purdue has been of importance on an ongoing basis,” she says. “We
have need for engineers and business majors.”
And its Lafayette location provides easy
access to Chicago and Indianapolis.
The company has fewer than 40 employees,
but they are a diverse team, with long tenure.
It still has a family feel, says Rider.
“For a company of our size, maintaining
good service is a way we’ve been able to
connect with our customers,” she says. “We’re
not just giving them a product; we’re building
them a program.”
“We put people first. That is what has
served the company for 75 years.”

» Oscar Winski: oscarwinski.com

Since 1907, Oscar Winski Company has
been turning trash into treasure.
What started as metals recycling has
evolved into a diversified metals company,
selling steel and aluminum to business as
part of the global supply chain, says Alex
Bluestein, executive vice president/strategic business development, part of the fifth
generation to lead this company started by his
great-great grandfather.
Winski started his company a century ago,
capitalizing on the opportunity to collect and
re-sell scrap metal. He was able to take advantage of an untapped market; his business
boomed.
Today, the company is a cluster of businesses. Scrap metal recycling continues to be part
of the business model, but it has branched out
with Lafayette Steel and Aluminum, a division
of Oscar Winski, which provides new steel
and aluminum to the global supply chain. It
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fabricates specialty products from flat-rolled
steel and aluminum to extruded products,
everything from aluminum and stainless to
coated steels and carbon steel.
“Over time we’ve continued to add pieces
to the business to broaden our customer base
and compete in an ever-competitive marketplace,” Bluestein says. “As prices eroded,
we’ve been able to continue to bring new
products and services to the business, to help
us gain more business.”
The company now has six different locations throughout the Midwest — “We have to
go where our customers are,” Bluestein says.
But as a family-owned company that started
in Lafayette, this is where they intend to stay.
“We look at Lafayette as our home base,”
he says. “It’s where we established ourselves.
We have so many important relationships. It’s
where we have our home. We like to be close
to where our assets are.”
Going back a century, Bluestein says they
have deep relationships with other businesses, with Purdue University, and with local and

county government.
“The Lafayette community has embraced
us,” he says. “We see Lafayette for the jewel it
is. It’s a great place to be.”

» Rea Magnet: reawire.com

Copper and aluminum magnet wire. Enamel coated. It is used in power distribution,
in motor markets, appliances, generators,
turbines — it is used everywhere.
This magnet is manufactured by Rea Magnet Wire. Since 1959, the plant in Lafayette
has been producing this technological staple.
It’s a product that was started in Fort
Wayne, says Roger Marshall, plant manager.
Threats of the Cold War in the 1950s meant
looking for locations that were more strategic, hence the establishing of the Lafayette
location.
While magnet wire per se has not changed
drastically over the past 60 years, the manufacturing process has.
“The process and the technology change
how to do it more effectively,” Marshall says.
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While the business has branched out over
the past half-century, 90 percent of its manufacturing continues to be magnet wire.
The company’s longevity in the area has everything to do with the people, Marshall says.
It’s a very seasoned and tenured workforce,
without a lot of turnover; there are employees
with 35 to 40 years of seniority.
“Once we hire people, if they stick for a year
or two, they stay for a long time,” Marshall
says.
And, he says, the loyalty to the company is
obvious. Each year, the company has a dinner
for employees who have been with them for
over 25 year — current or retired. It’s a great
celebration with a very good turnout. The
atmosphere is positive and upbeat, Marshall
says.
“You don’t hear a negative word.”

» Dana Inc.: dana.com

In 2019, the Lafayette’s Dana Inc. facility
celebrated 100 years of operation.
Dana is located in the former Fairfield Manufacturing site, which was a company founded
by David Ross — a name familiar to the area
— and was a follow-up to his earlier company,
Ross Gear and Tool Co. Over the past century, the company has evolved from its earliest
manufacturing of differential component cases, spiders and straight and spiral bevel gears.
Part of today’s production focuses on the
Torque-Up brand, which was developed in
Lafayette. Dana currently produces what it
calls full-system solutions for mobile elevated
work platforms — the kind one might see in
any big-box store.
“It has universal applications,” says Dave
Martin, head of purchasing for North America
off-highway for service and after market with
Dana.
The 600,000-square-foot Lafayette facility
employs 520 people and is split between the
Torque-Up brand and custom loose gearing.
Its offerings include electrified mobility applications. They are able to provide complete
drive systems, including motors, inverters,
gearboxes, software and controls across the
entire vehicle spectrum.
Dana acquired the Lafayette location in
2019 when it purchased the Drive Systems
business of Oerlikon (which purchased
Fairfield in 2007). With 12 facilities globally,
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the acquisition was important for extending
Dana’s planetary hub drives for wheeled and
tracked vehicles in the off-highway market,
Martin says.
And Lafayette, with its qualified workforce
and strategic location at the center of the core
market, has been a great fit for Dana’s offerings, positioning the company for strategic
growth, Martin says. The corporate name
may have changed, but the Torque-Hub and
Fairfield brand names are well-respected in
the industry and have been retained as core
product brands, says Martin.
The Dana motto is “People Finding a Better
Way,” Martin says.
“Dana looks at people,” he says. “We stress
the safety and look at people’s ideas to shape
the future.”

» Tate & Lyle: tateandlyle.com

Tate & Lyle is here to help.
“For over 160 years, we’ve been helping our
customers make food healthier and tastier,”
says the company’s website. And at two locations in Lafayette, the British-headquartered
company creates food and industrial ingredients with corn. It also produces carbohydrate
feed stocks.
“We’re a purpose-driven company,” says
Chris Olsen, vice president for community
and government relations with Tate & Lyle.
“Our purpose of improving lives for generations is why we do what we do.”
The company manufactures sweeteners,
fibers and modified food starches that are sold
to the top food and beverage companies in
the United States and worldwide, Olsen says.
They occupy two plants in town — one on
Sagamore Parkway North, the former home
of Anheuser Busch, dating back to 1957; the
other in the former A.E. Staley, built in 1977.
Over the past several decades, the biggest
changes in manufacturing have been upgrades in technology, says Travis Montoya,
the plant manager of the Lafayette South
facility.
“We are much more technology intensive
rather than labor intensive,” Montoya says.
Manufacturing now is a highly automated
and technical process, he says; it’s no longer a
blue-collar facility.
“We have to find the right talent so we can
keep innovating,” he says.

The central Indiana location is ideal for
Tate & Lyle, with its abundant supply of corn,
a qualified workforce — thanks in part to
Purdue University, the support of local and
state governments, and access to railroads
and infrastructure for over-the-road
transport.
Sustainability, health and nutrition are
among the company’s top priorities, says
Olsen. But it is also dedicated to being a
presence in the community. Its two main
areas of focus are STEM education and
access to nutritional foods, he says.
As the company has evolved, its commitment to sustainability has increased, Olsen
says. It has always been a leader in energy
efficiency. But a new agriculture program,
with 1.5 million acres of sustainable corn
enrolled, is focused on reducing its environmental footprint and will have a dramatic
effect.
“We’re passionate about it and our customers are excited,” Montoya says.
It’s always about looking forward,
improving in every possible way, Olsen says.
“It really gives Tate & Lyle a lot of new
energy and enthusiasm.” ★
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Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette
A great place to live, work & play
(Psst... Tell your friends & family!)

Share your favorite

pics of our community...

• Want to stay updated on the latest
community happenings?
• Need help in preparing a bid to bring your state or
regional tournament or meeting here?
• Have family or friends visiting?
• Want to take a staycation in your own backyard?

tag your social media photos with

#HOMEOFPURDUE

• Whether you are a lifelong resident, a newcomer,
thinking of moving here or just visiting, the Visit
Team can offer valuable insights to the community.
Give us a call, email us for info, or stop in at the
visitors center for assistance. HomeOfPurdue.com
offers lots of great insight too!

Follow our social media channels for local happenings!
Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette • 301 Frontage Road, Lafayette, IN 47905 • visit website for hours
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A Taste of Summer
Dog n Suds celebrates
65 years of serving up
coney dogs and frosted
mugs of root beer ►
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ike generations of kids who grew up in Greater Lafayette, Raya Massengill
fondly recalls trips to Dog n Suds with her dad.
“I grew up on the West Side, so driving over to Dog n Suds was a treat,”
she says. “When my mom was out of town, my dad was in charge of cooking
and he would drive me to Dog n Suds instead. I have very fond memories
of getting the kids meal and eating in the car. I loved getting the big frosted
mug of root beer. I remember having to be so careful and put napkins down
between the driver and passenger seat. It felt like such a unique experience.”
Little did Massengill know that one day Dog n Suds would be the family
business and she’d be spearheading a campaign to celebrate the restaurant’s
65th anniversary this summer.

The early days

Dog n Suds originated in Champaign, Illinois, in 1953. The classic drivein was founded by two high school music teachers, Dom Hamacher and
Jim Griggs, who were looking to stay busy and make some extra money in
the summer months. Their root beer and hot dog stand concept proved so
popular, the pair was able to quit teaching and focus on the restaurant business full-time as the brand spread to more than 750 locations in 38 states
throughout the country in the late 1960s.
Lafayette’s original Dog n Suds was located just north of the iconic restaurant on Sagamore Parkway South in Lafayette. Local businessman Charlie Sanchelli was one of the original Dog n Suds franchisees, opening his
restaurant in 1953 near the corner of South Street and Sagamore Parkway
South where the MedExpress Urgent Care stands today.
The Dog n Suds brand boasts the “world’s creamiest root beer,” but it
didn’t start out that way. The early restaurants sold Reed and Bell brand
root beer. When Hamacher and Griggs determined they could turn a bigger
profit by manufacturing their own brand of root beer, they expected their
franchisee operations to serve the new suds. Sanchelli didn’t like the change
and wanted to stick with Reed and Bell, so he dropped the Dog n Suds name
and rebranded his restaurant The Patio Drive-In.
Joe Van Dame, a janitor at the nearby Eqyptian Lacquer, also worked
for Sanchelli as night manager. He recognized the value of the Dog n Suds
brand and wasted no time in contacting Griggs about opening another Dog
n Suds in Lafayette. The only problem, he needed a space to put it.
“Dad told Jim Griggs that he could rent a lot from Egyptian Lacquer,
right down the road from The Patio,” says Don Van Dame, Joe’s son and
later owner of Dog n Suds. “The president of Egyptian Lacquer was George
DeVault. He rented Dad a 100-by-200 strip of ground for $50 a month on
a month-to-month lease. If it weren’t for George DeVault, our family would
not have been as successful as we are.”
The Dog n Suds building was shipped as a kit from Champaign with its
red and yellow color scheme, sloped walls and iconic butterfly wing roofline.
The Van Dame Dog n Suds opened on July 26, 1956, serving up coney dogs
made with the original sauce recipe created by Hamacher’s wife, Maggie,
and frosted mugs of Dog n Suds brand root beer. Those two menu items
have remained unchanged in the restaurant’s 65-year history.
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A family affair

This was not Joe Van Dame’s first foray into food service. He and his wife,
Marie, had already built a reputation around the community for some of the
best tenderloin sandwiches to be found. Marie would make the tenderloins
at home and Joe would bring them around to filling stations and bus stops
and sell them out of his car, an early version of the food truck model. Before
opening the restaurant, Marie also worked cleaning motel rooms.
“I can never remember a day when I was a child that my mom and dad
didn’t work,” Don Van Dame says. “They both instilled in me and my siblings a tremendous work ethic.”
Don Van Dame was in eighth grade at St. Mary Cathedral School when
his parents opened the Dog n Suds. His father would pull him out of school
every day from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. so that Don could work the lunch rush at
the restaurant. At 13, his primary duties consisted of drawing root beer and
washing mugs. By the time he enrolled in high school at Central Catholic,
the restaurant was established enough that the Van Dames hired a full staff,
but Don and his older sister Sandy still worked evenings and weekends.
Rita, the eldest, was already out of the house attending college at IU.
“Dad paid us 50 cents an hour,” Don Van Dame says. “That was about a
quarter less an hour than the other teenagers he hired. I used to say, ‘I got
paid 50 cents an hour and all I could eat and steal.’”
His younger brother, Ed, was just a tot when the restaurant first opened.
He napped on the wooden supply shelves that held ketchup and mustard.
Marie would slide a board in to keep Ed from tumbling off the shelf. He also
recalled his parents dumping a tub of sugar out in the backroom for him to
play in, running his trucks through it as if it were sand.
The Lafayette location was among the first to install the innovative order
speaker system created by Order-Matic. That was around 1960. After enlisting in the Air Force for four years and working in Texas for a time, Don Van
Dame returned to Lafayette and took a job at Alcoa. He lasted six months.
Joe offered Don a job at the restaurant, and in 1965 Don began working
full-time at Dog n Suds, opening to closing six days a week, for $100 a week.
As his health worsened, Joe slowly weaned himself from the day-to-day
operations of the business (Marie worked there until age 81). He continued
to rent land around the restaurant from Egyptian Lacquer and farmed it,
selling summer produce beside the Dog n Suds.
Eventually, Joe sold the restaurant to Don, telling his son he wouldn’t
put a price on it, but he wanted 10 percent of sales until his death. By 1968,
Don and his then-wife, Carol, were running the day-to-day operations of
the restaurant. They introduced a number of ideas to continue to evolve
and draw new business, such as coney dog sales on opening weekend in the
spring — selling 20,000 coney dogs in three days — and installing the picnic
area.
In 1970, Dog n Suds Inc. was sold to American Licensing Co., and in
1972 a royalty model was introduced to franchisees. A number of operators
chose to drop the brand and go independent, and when interstate highways
started bypassing small towns, the drive-in restaurants began to fall by the
wayside. At the time, the number of locations hovered around 450.
“I had anticipated the change from a product franchise to a royalty fran-

Marie and Joe Van Dame
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chise,” says Don Van Dame. “Back when Dog n Suds Inc. introduced a coney
sauce for franchisees to purchase, a lot of them switched over, but we never
did. We always made our own from the original recipe. I knew if I had the
coney sauce and I had the root beer, then I didn’t need Dog n Suds, because
our business was established.
“So I contacted Hurdy Peck, the manufacturer of the Dog n Suds root beer
flavor. And they agreed to make the Dog n Suds root beer for me — I was
buying half of what they were making anyway. I left the Dog n Suds sign up,
but I started calling the restaurant Don’s Frosty Mug. All the paperwork was
under Don’s Frosty Mug. I had the root beer, I had the coney sauce, I didn’t
need the franchisor. You couldn’t get away with that today.”
That lasted until 1991, through four owners of Dog n Suds Inc., until Don
and Carol Van Dame purchased the Dog n Suds trademark themselves and
began selling the “world’s creamiest root beer” to grocery chains throughout
the Midwest.

A new era

In 1997, Don Van Dame sold the restaurant to Dan Washington, a former
Colonial Bread Company salesman who’d supplied buns for the restaurant
and became a friend over the years. In 2005, Washington partnered with
Massengill’s parents, Wendell and Ramona Lawson, to open the West Lafayette location on Sagamore Parkway West. That’s where Massengill spent
her time as a teenaged carhop.
“Throughout my high school years and summers during college, I was a
carhop — and I covered a few other positions when people didn’t show up.
In a family business, you do what needs done,” Massengill says. A film editor by profession, she now works full-time for a marketing company out of
Chicago while also working part-time as director of marketing and communications for Dog n Suds.
“We pride ourselves on providing leadership development for the youth
in our community,” Massengill says. “It can be a little stressful if it’s your
first job, but carhops are like community ambassadors. Dog n Suds is a
good place to work in a family atmosphere. Being a carhop is the best gig in
town.”
Massengill’s older brother, Greg Lawson, is manager of restaurant and
business operations. He started working at Dog n Suds in 2004, shortly
after construction began on the westside location.
“As a family, we had no idea what was in store for us over the next 16
years,” Greg Lawson says. “But we are sure happy we took the risk and
helped grow the fun and nostalgia of the Dog n Suds brand.”
The Lawsons now own both Greater Lafayette restaurants as well as the
Dog n Suds Inc. brand, which has about a dozen other locations in Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin in addition to food
trucks and festival vendors who are licensed to serve Dog n Suds products.
And you can find its coney sauce at several gas stations and the “world’s
creamiest root beer” in grocery stores nationwide.
Greg Lawson is the only family member who works in the Greater Lafayette restaurants every day but Ramona, an architect, designed the West
Lafayette store and still manages all the facility maintenance for both locations, and Wendell oversees the business administration.
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“We work as a team, and it truly is a family business,” Greg Lawson says. “We are very excited for what the future
holds. It is great to think about being part of this community for years to come.”
Although it’s been owned by three families in its 65-year history, the Dog n Suds business model has remained
largely the same over the years with a focus on efficiency, friendly customer service and quality ingredients backed
by a largely teenaged workforce. Just like the managers before him, Greg Lawson aims to instill foundational leadership skills that will serve his young workers no matter their future careers.
As for Don Van Dame, he still gets recognized by former employees or customers, who share their appreciation
for his family’s legacy.
“There’s not a week that goes by where somebody doesn’t come up to me and say, ‘Oh, I remember you,’” Don
Van Dame says. “To think this was all started by my dad, a janitor with a fifth-grade education. To see it still here
after 65 years, it fills me with a sense of accomplishment and pride that you know you did something right and
people enjoy it still.”
Now, when Don Van Dame heads to Dog n Suds, it’s as a customer. He likes to visit the eastside location, managed by Joe Davenport — “he was like 13 years old when I hired him!”— where his usual order is a Texas Burger,
breaded mushrooms and two large root beers in frosted mugs.
Why two root beers?
“Because you can’t wash down a Texas Burger with only one root beer.” ★

heers to 65 years

In celebration of the 65th anniversary,
the Lawsons renovated and expanded
the picnic area on the eastside location
and sold commemorative T-shirts imprinted with the anniversary logo. They’d
also like to restore Joe Van Dame’s
custom Crosley that could be driven in
both directions. If you know of someone
with the expertise to tackle this restoration project, contact Raya Massengill
at raya@dognsuds.com.

Whether buying or selling a car...

Get Your Best Deal at Del Real.
MORE THAN

50 CARS

UNDER $15,000

PURCHASE CAR
IN UNDER

15 MIN.

3816 ST. RD. 38 EAST • OPEN MON. - SAT., 9AM - 7PM • DelRealAuto.com
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The Tippecanoe County 4-H Fair runs July 17-24 at the fairgrounds.

More than a
fair-weather
venue
Tippecanoe County
Fairgrounds find
renewed purpose,
updated digs in
recent renovations
BY CINDY GERLACH
PHOTOS PROVIDED
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When the Tippecanoe County

4-H Fair kicks off this summer, it
will feel like a brand-new event.
It will be in the same tried-andtrue location. But only the address
of the fairgrounds will look familiar — everything else is new and
improved.
The fairgrounds have undergone
a major, $20 million renovation.
The former coliseum complex and
home economics buildings are gone,
replaced with one large structure,
which combines all of the former
entities into one large facility, with
just under an acre of concrete and
35,000 square feet of event space.
The renovation follows a debate
about whether or not to move the
fairgrounds from its location on
Teal Road — what is currently in the
middle of the city, an unusual spot
for a county fairgrounds.
But in 1871, when the fairgrounds
moved there from its previous
location seven miles south of the
city, the desire was to make it more

accessible to people in the city. The
60-acre site was chosen because
it was “contiguous” to the city of
Lafayette, according to county documents.
The decision was made to stay
in the current location rather than
move, says Andy Cline, director of
the Tippecanoe County Fairgrounds.
“The goal was to have a location
in the center of the city,” Cline says.
“This is county property in the middle of the city.”
The new facilities offer everything
the old structures did, and more.
The large new complex has been
turned 90 degrees, so the entrance
now faces Teal Road. A center area
houses all the activities the old
coliseum did. Fair attendees will
still see the 4-H queen crowned,
watch the greased pig contest, and
see all the events they would have
seen before. But the new structure is
updated and improved: the concrete
floor is brushed, meaning it is nonslip when wet; the concrete is sturdy

enough for a semi to pull in.
And to the east and west are wings
that offer the functionality of the
former swine barn and home ec
building. Thus, all the 4-H displays
will be located under one roof.
There is even room for a food court
— an improvement over the outdoor
tents that were used previously —
with access to commercial kitchen
space.
Improved paving means the
vendor tent will no longer be on the
grass — an improvement when a
summer storm rolls through in the
middle of the fair, which seems to
happen nearly every year,
Cline says.
The entire building has air conditioning, as well as restrooms that
are larger and more accessible — as
is the entire complex — with no
curbs or bumps, increased parking,
and more pavement, the entire area
will easily be wheelchair accessible, making the fairgrounds much
friendlier for all Tippecanoe County
residents to visit, says Cline.
“We are thinking about this
group,” Cline says. “We will make it
for all to enjoy.”
The entry has been moved slightly
east on Teal Road. People will now
enter into a large foyer, which can
be separately used as an event space
on its own.
And next door, the county purchased the former YMCA building,
which will soon house the Tippecanoe County Health Department
— consolidating two locations — as
well as the County Extension Office,
which is currently located on Sagamore Parkway.
The venue — which will be the
third-largest site of its kind in northern Indiana, says Cline — will be
much more than a location for the
county fair. The building has been

designed with flexibility in mind.
Emily Gray, events and promotions director, says the large spaces
can be easily divided into smaller
areas of varying sizes and shapes,
making it an ideal venue for all sorts
of events.
The indoor space will easily accommodate everything from concerts and conventions to car shows
and auctions. Plus, there is a seven-acre space for outdoor festivals.
“We can do one big event or a
couple of smaller events,” says Gray.
“We’ll be able to be really flexible
and get different groups in here at
one time. There are a lot of possibilities. I’m excited to get people in here
and start having events.”
The project was kept on schedule
and under budget thanks to the
project managers at Tecton, Cline
says. All the improvements and the
added traffic will benefit so many
other small businesses along Teal
Road, he adds.

It was a challenge, Cline says, to
create a space that was usable for
the fair two weeks each year but
could be used for multiple other
events throughout the rest of the
year. Many different stakeholders
from throughout the county were
invited to be part of the planning
process.
The result is a functional, flexible
space that is amenable to multiple
uses.
And for those who might feel
nostalgic about the loss of the old
fairgrounds, never fear. For if you
look closely, bits and pieces of the
old facility can be found. The 4-H
mural that graced the walls will still
be there; the old cupolas will be on
the grounds as photo ops —
“a little bit of the old coming into
the new,” Cline says.
“Some people think we’re taking
away the history,” Cline says. “We’re
just adding to the history.” ★
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Krispn Given with the Purdue Honey Bee Laboratory
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What bees teach us

Area enthusiasts share love
and lessons learned from raising bees

t is a typical Sunday afternoon for Stephanie
Gardner, until a mysterious buzzing noise coming
from her backyard captures her attention.
Gardner glances out of her office window and sees
a cloud of honeybees zipping around a white oak tree
just beginning to bud. She watches in amazement as
the bees suddenly become quiet and begin to encase
the tree’s trunk, forming a dense oblong mass. She
snaps a picture on her phone and taps out a message.
“Any beekeepers in the area? A swarm of bees just
arrived in my backyard! Does anyone keep bees and
want ... to give them a good home?” She posts on the
Nextdoor social media app, along with the picture.
Almost instantly, Wendy Reed responds. “My husband is a beekeeper. He would love to come over and
get them for you!”
Within an hour, Matt Reed arrives at Gardner’s
home. He wastes no time stepping into his beekeeper
suit, places a veil over his head, and sets a hive at the
base of the tree. He then begins to gingerly sweep the
bees toward the wooden box using a bee brush. Gardner watches from a distance and marvels at how, after
a few sweeps, the bees begin to move into the hive on
their own without Reed’s assistance. ►
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“It’s swarm season,” Reed says while stepping back and explaining how the colony was
looking for a new home when they descended
upon Gardner’s tree. The muffled buzzing coming from the hive sounds far less frantic than
the noise the bees generated while they were
swarming.
Together, the bees gently fan to communicate
their scent and call every member back to their
new home — or what Reed hopes will become
their new home. He will return in a few hours at
sunset when the temperature dips into the 50s
to see whether the bees have chosen to stay or
fly away.

Sharing space with bees

Matt Reed carefully retrieves swarming bees.

"Together, the bees gently fan
to communicate their scent
and call every member back to
their new home..."
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“It’s kind of [like] sweet burlap,” says Ken
Foster of Wildcat Creek Apiary when describing
the scent that honeybees produce while fanning
both during and after swarming. Born into a
family of beekeepers, Foster fondly remembers
many late nights spent with his father transporting hives to area farms surrounding his childhood home in Wheatfield, Indiana.
“He had a couple hundred colonies and pollinated a lot of blueberries and cucumbers,” Foster says of his father, Dallas, who passed away
at age 100 several years ago. Only after the bees
returned to their hives at night was it optimal to
load and transport them to nearby farms.
Foster recalls using everything from hay
wagons to a 300-bushel grain truck to transport
beehives in the dark. But the time Foster and
his father relied on the family’s station wagon
to complete their pre-dawn beehive delivery
remains vivid.
“I remember you could get seven beehives
— four inside the station wagon and three on
the tailgate. And I remember driving down the
road with beehives thundering away,” he laughs
while reliving the thrill of sharing a moving and
enclosed space with more than 100,000 bees.
“You know, I look back on it, and I was lucky...
I was really fortunate to be able to work with my
dad.”
Foster and his family currently maintain 12
hives on their property situated near the banks
of Wildcat Creek, along with 60 other hives scattered throughout Tippecanoe County, including
at Wea Creek Orchard, near the Subaru of In-
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diana Automotive plant, and two locations near
Prophetstown State Park. The Foster family’s
apiary helps to pollinate while also producing
honey that is floral, light and slightly citrus. “The
quality of the honey here in Indiana is really
outstanding. It’s got a lot to do with the flowers,”
Foster shares.
“Honey runs in our veins” is the Wildcat Creek
Apiary slogan, and this truth becomes evident
while watching Foster crack open a hive and
inspect a frame of honeybees, looking for the
queen. His voice becomes hushed when he spots
her. “She’s right there,” he says pointing a finger
at the queen. “See how she’s looking? She walks
around and pokes her head in. If she comes
upon a cell that’s empty and clean, she’ll deposit
an egg.” He pauses. “Isn’t that something? It’s
just incredible. This is why I do it... To me it’s
just a gorgeous, amazing thing.”

A demand for local honey

When COVID hit, Foster wondered whether
the statewide stay-at-home order would lead to
a dip in honey sales, but when restrictions eased
business boomed. Was this surprising to Foster? “A little bit,” he says. “Late last spring and

early summer, honey was flying out of here... I
think local honey has a strong, healthy image. So
I think people were like, ‘Well, I need to eat stuff
that will boost my immune system. Let’s get some
local honey.’”
To keep up with demand, Foster and his wife,
Ruth, created a contactless pickup station on
their home’s screened-in back porch and have
also partnered with local businesses such as
Sunspot Natural Market, Great Harvest Bread Co.
, and Copper Moon Coffee’s Sagamore Parkway
location to sell the apiary’s honey products.
Mitch Monroy, café manager at Copper Moon’s
Sagamore location used Foster’s honey as the
foundation for the honey lavender latte developed specifically for the café’s spring menu, and
encourages customers to pair the Wildcat Creek
Apiary’s creamed honey with a sharp Parmesan
cheese, or mix with ricotta and spread over toast.
“Copper Moon’s always trying to collaborate
locally as much as possible,” Monroy says. “I
think that when you craft something that’s overall
really good for the environment ... you’re bringing
back some balance to the ecosystem and taking
care of the earth. There’s nothing bad about that.”

A queen bee is temporarily caged to introduce to a new colony.
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Local research, global impact

Krispn Given instrumentally inseminates a queen bee at
the Purdue Honey Bee Laboratory.

“How are the honeybees doing?” is the most frequent question Krispn Given is asked while doing
outreach for Purdue University’s Bee Lab, followed by
the question, “How often are you stung?”
As the Bee Lab’s apiculture specialist, Given’s response to this latter question is a very matter-of-fact,
“Everyday, if I’m in a colony.” He shares this while
calmly swiping away a fresh stinger he has acquired
after inspecting one of the 100 hives that are part
of the Bee Lab’s breeding program. “It smells like
lemon, kind of. Isopentyl,” he says of the pheromone
emanating from the honeybee’s stinger as he flicks it
to the ground.
The temporary pain of a sting is something Given
willingly accepts because of the critical role that honeybees play in pollinating plants and producing crop
yields that meet consumer demand. Approximately
one-third of the food consumed in the United States
depends on insect pollination, and the majority of this
pollination happens because of honeybees, according
to the USDA.
Given, along with Purdue entomology professor
Brock Harpur and a team of students are on the frontlines working to improve honeybee health by breeding bees that are able to manage pests that infiltrate
hives.
“We’ve been trying to select for bees that have behavioral resistance to Varroa destructor,” says Given
of the parasitic mite that feeds on honeybee fat bodies
and consequently spreads viral disease that can kill a
colony.
“We have mite-biting behavior we’re selecting
upon. So the colonies that bite more mites and kill the
mites... does influence how many colonies will survive
without any treatments.”
In addition to breeding mite-biting bees, Given
frequently connects with the community through
outreach activities and gives presentations both
domestically and abroad on how to improve and
maintain honeybee health. Each year the bee lab
hosts events at Purdue attracting more than 150
Indiana beekeepers, teaching them the importance
of good colony management from beginning to more
advanced beekeeping.
“There’s a lot of interest in becoming a beekeeper
now because of the loss of [honeybee] habitat and the
news about honeybees dying... There’s more hobby
beekeepers now than ever,” he says.
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"It makes you rethink your
attitude, not just towards the
bees, but other things in life...
and the lessons that bees
teach us."
Five queen bee cells each contains a future queen.
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Interest in beekeeping on the rise

The queen bee is put to sleep during the insemination process.

A queen bee after instrumental insemination is tagged for
tracking genetic traits.

“I go to Bee School every year,” proclaims Kathleen Riley-Beck as she stands behind her Riley and
Wabash Honey Co. booth at the Lafayette Farmers
Market surrounded by honey products, fruits and
vegetables harvested from her farm.
Riley-Beck also has noticed the spike in beekeeping
interest and makes a point to register early for The
Beekeepers of Indiana’s annual Bee School event held
every February. “After 1,000 people they have to turn
them away,” she shares.
“Oh, they’re fun, they’re almost like a family,” she
says of beekeepers when they get together. “You have
this wonderful thing you share, and it goes pretty
deep. It’s a love.”
Growing up with a beekeeper father, Riley-Beck
fondly recalls the times he would join her in the
apiary during his twilight years. “He’d come out to
the bee arbor with us on his little electric scooter, and
he had his little veil and he’s out there in his scooter
telling us what to do.”
She laughs at this memory and then shares one
practical way that gardeners can help save the bees
is to do their research and avoid using pesticides that
have been shown to harm honeybee colonies.
Also, gardeners can include native plants in their
flowerbeds such as coneflowers and columbine to
provide resources for honeybees, butterflies, hummingbirds, and other bee species that pollinate.
If there is one thing Riley-Beck and area beekeepers want to ensure, it’s that local honeybees have the
resources they need not just to survive, but to also
thrive, because they have so much to give.
“The dish that bees serve up to you all the time
is humble pie. Constantly,” says Riley-Beck while
talking about the personality of her 50 hives, noting
that despite her efforts to select for gentle bees, some
hives “have the whips, chains and stiletto heels.”
But this does not phase Riley-Beck.
“It makes you rethink your attitude, not just toward
the bees, but other things in life... I could write a book
about the spiritual aspects and the lessons that bees
teach us.”

A community willing to teach, help

Patty Jones, a local hobby beekeeper and active
member in the West Central Indiana Beekeepers club,
agrees. “The bees are wonderful teachers,” she says.
“People are fond of saying, ‘The bees don’t read the
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books.’ They often seem to be doing something
that you don’t quite expect.”
Jones and her husband recently experienced a
slice of honeybee humble pie when one of their
two hives absconded, leaving behind a brood of
baby bees.
“We have no idea why they did that,” she says
without a hint of bitterness. After the bees left
the hive, Jones and her husband introduced the
abandoned brood to their other hive. “We’ll see
if it works,” she says.
Along with staying humble, a willingness to
adapt and stay curious are essential ingredients
to beekeeping.
“There’s a lot of artistry and science to beekeeping,” Given explains. “A lot of beekeepers
I’ve met through the years are very much like
many scientists I’ve met,” given their propensity to problem-solve and adapt. His advice for
anyone who is considering beekeeping is to stay
curious and just dive in.
Luckily, there is an abundance of information
on how to start beekeeping both on the Internet
and in books. But perhaps the more valuable
resource for aspiring beekeepers within Greater
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Lafayette is the community of experienced beekeepers
who are ready and willing to help.
Jones encourages all those interested to seek mentoring from experienced beekeepers by attending the
annual Bee School event sponsored by The Beekeepers of Indiana, and any of the local West Central
Indiana Beekeeper club meetings.
Jones has mentored Reed about the swarm he
gathered from Stephanie Gardner’s tree and recently
visited Reed’s hive to see how the bees are doing.
“Matt and I were talking about clearing out enough
space [in the hive] so the queen can lay, but also to be
sure there’s enough honey there for when there’s what
I call a ‘dearth,’ when there’s nothing out there for the
bees. So they need to have some food ... it’s just like
a balancing,” she says of a conversation she had with
Reed while inspecting his newly acquired colony.
As for Reed’s bees, they are thriving — producing
honey, pollinating plants and providing Reed and his
family with living, breathing lessons about humility,
patience, perseverance and perspective.
“Beekeeping is really kind of a way of life,” say
Riley-Beck. “It’s just nuts, but I love it.” ★
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Greater Lafayette's
21st Century Talent Region
Michelle Pearson grew up in
Delphi, studied business at Ball
State University and returned
home after graduation, where she
married and settled down to raise
a family.
After more than two decades
working in her hometown, however, it was time for a change. When
one of her twin boys began attending Purdue University, Pearson
took a job on campus as a research
account specialist.
Although she commutes from
Delphi to West Lafayette, there was
no question where Pearson would
live: the farmhouse that’s been in
her husband’s family for generations, with a sprawling front porch
where they can sip cold drinks with
family and friends on warm summer evenings.
“We love our little community,”
Pearson says. “It is a small community that is home to the Wabash &
Erie Canal. We know nearly everyone in this small town, so when you
need anything at all you can easily
reach out and someone is there to
help. We are an agriculture family,
and having cornfields around me
and a small, close-knit community
is important.”

Synergies across borders
When it comes to the Greater
Lafayette Laborshed – a commuting worker region that includes
Benton, Carroll, Cass, Clinton,
Fountain, Montgomery, Tippecanoe, Warren and White counties
– Pearson is not alone. While the
majority of people around here
work in the same counties where
they reside, a fair amount do
not. According to 2018 data from
Greater Lafayette Commerce, as an
example, nearly 3,000 of Pearson’s
fellow Carroll County residents also
worked in Tippecanoe County.
Similar commuting patterns
can be seen across the other seven
counties in the region, along with
shopping, cultural and recreational
patterns. A wind turbine technician
working in Fowler, for instance,
may live in West Lafayette and
spend weekends at Shades State
Park in Waveland, while a quality
assurance manager at Ball Corporation in Monticello might be
a regular at home games for the
Lafayette Aviators.
“For the most part, each of these
counties feed into each other,”
says Kara Webb, workforce development director with Greater
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Lafayette Commerce. The synergy
that results from their interconnectedness is greater than the sum
of the individual communities, she
explains.

The ripple effect
Around 18 months ago, a team
led by Greater Lafayette Commerce
began working to get the Greater
Lafayette Laborshed designated as
one of Indiana’s 21st Century Talent Regions. Earlier this summer,
its efforts paid off with an official
proclamation from Governor Eric
Holcomb. Each of the designated regions around the state has
committed to a systems approach
to workforce development, using
teams to bring together stakeholders
and outline shared initiatives using
a data-driven talent dashboard.
Their charge: to work across geographic lines to attract, connect with
and develop talent. Their ultimate
goals: increased educational attainment, higher household incomes
and population growth.
“Each county faces a different
type of concern,” Webb says of the
nine-county region. Demographics, such as income and educational levels, vary, but most need
high-quality childcare, well-paved
roads, reliable internet, affordable
housing, post-secondary educational
opportunities, good jobs, and access
to healthcare, emergency, and fire
services.

ATTRACT
CONNECT
DEVELOP
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MANUFACTURING HAS A 1:3 RATIO
When it comes to employment,
the Greater Lafayette Laborshed
offers a wide variety of public
and private sector jobs, including
opportunities in automotive, food
processing, high-tech, higher education, advanced manufacturing and
renewable energy. As one business
or industry grows, others typically
follow.
“Manufacturing has a one-tothree ratio: one job in manufacturing creates three jobs in the community,” Webb says. The ratio is even
higher in the automotive industry,
she adds. More workers mean more
families, which mean more educators, more healthcare professionals,
more real estate agents, and more

hospitality and retail personnel,
although not all necessarily within
the county where the business is
located. Because of the ripple effect
created by the expansion of a single
company, collaboration between
neighboring communities is key.

Positioned for funding
opportunities
While the 21st Century Talent Region designation does not come with
any funding, the hope is designation
will lead to other state and federal
funding, as other initiatives come
online. One example is the Indiana
Economic Development Corporation’s READI program. READI —
which stands for Regional Economic

Acceleration and Development
Initiative — is designed to make
Indiana a magnet for both talent
and economic growth.
The IEDC will award up to
$50 million per selected economic
development region to support and
enhance the regions’ quality of life,
talent attraction, workforce development and other public-private
initiatives.
“Our proven regional collaboration on the 21st Century Talent
effort,” says Webb, “has set us up
for even greater success in the future.” ★
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Beloved landmark celebrates
a century in downtown Lafayette
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BY CINDY GERLACH
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or the past century, Greater Lafayette residents and visitors have walked or driven
downtown past the Long Center for the
Performing Arts. Nestled into the middle of
the block, if not for the marquee, its façade
would be inauspicious, just another early
20th century edifice.
But once inside, through the foyer and
the modest lobby, the splendor comes
alive. This is no ordinary structure. The
Long Center is a place of grandeur, of
sophistication. It’s a place where history
comes alive.

A MONUMENT TO LAFAYETTE'S PAST
Every city had one, that downtown movie palace. These theaters were large and ornate, with gilt and sconces, grand architectural details that one would never see in a contemporary cinema
multiplex. And it’s thanks to the dedication of the city of Lafayette
that the theater still stands, a monument to an earlier time.
In the early part of the 20th century, downtown Lafayette
was home to seven theaters, says Ilicia Sprey, a historian and
president of the board of directors of the Long Center for the
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Performing Arts. Each theater focused on a different type of entertainment, including the Family Theatre (1906-38), located on
Main Street where the Lafayette Theatre currently stands, which
showed “animated photography.” In 1910, The Grand Opera
House, known also as the Dryfus Theatre, opened, which featured
opera and live performances — considered at the time to be “legitimate” theater, separating it from burlesque; in 1918, the smaller
Luna Theatre opened at 628 Main St.
When the Dryfus burned down in 1914, a void was left as there
was now no venue for these live performances. The Luna Amusement Co. proposed a replacement and hired the local architecture
firm Nicol, Scholer and Hoffman to design the new structure. The
design was of Georgian revival, impressively ornate and elaborate
with limestone ornamentation and terra cotta panels. World War
I interrupted the process, with materials needed shifting to the
war effort, but in 1920 the project was resumed, and the theater
was built by the local firm of A.E. Kemmer.
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To name the new theater, the Luna Amusement Co. launched a
contest, soliciting public input. The winning entry won $25, and
the Mars Theatre was born. The “M” motif is still visible, integrated into the neoclassical design.
The Mars Theatre opened on April 19, 1921, featuring burlesque
comedian Ed Wynn and his traveling show, “Carnival,” taking the
stage. Wynn was well known as a comedian, having appeared in
the Ziegfeld Follies alongside W.C. Fields. People today will likely
remember him as Uncle Albert of the ceiling tea party in Walt
Disney’s “Mary Poppins.”

TIMES CHANGE: FROM THE MARS THEATRE TO THE
LONG CENTER
It was an age of live entertainment, with vaudeville acts the pervading type of performance. The 1,205 seats in the Mars Theatre
allowed its patrons to enjoy a plethora of traveling troupes. Noted
entertainers who performed on the Mars Theatre stage include Al
Jolson, Rudy Keller, Bob Hope, the Marx Brothers, Ethel Merman
and Will Rogers. Local newspaper reports announcing the opening promised “six acts per show and a two-reel moving picture
comedy … at the beginning of each program.” There would be one
show each night of the week — two on Saturday — and a matinee
each day, for a total of 13 performances.
As vaudeville faded from favor, the Mars became solely a movie
house, featuring silent films accompanied by a theater organ,
transitioning to talking films by the 1930s.
But the years go by, and passing times lead to progress. Families moved farther away from what they saw as a deteriorating
downtown; multiplexes with multiple options sprang up at new,
exotic suburban locations such as Market Square and the Tippecanoe Mall. A movie palace such as the Mars felt obsolete, with
its too-large capacity and outdated equipment. The projector
was disassembled; the doors closed; the last movie was shown in
1977. The owner, Irving Long, donated the property to the city of
Lafayette as a memorial to his father, Dennis H. Long. The name
was changed to honor his legacy.
In the late 1970s, theater doors were opened once again, when
the Lafayette Symphony needed a home, and when Ken Double, a local sports director at WLFI and a theater organist, led
an effort to purchase a theater organ for the Long Center, which
would soon breathe new life into the shuttered venue. In a 2017
interview, Double recalled volunteers cleaning dust off the seats
— decades of residue from the old coal-fired furnace — in preparation for a concert. The lighting and equipment were outdated
— Double said the old wiring meant there was either all lights or
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no lights, switched on with an old-fashioned three-prong switch
— like Frankenstein in his laboratory, Double joked. The campaign was a success, leading to the eventual purchase of the three
manual, 21 rank Mighty Wurlitzer that lives at the Long Center
today.

A NATIONAL TREASURE EMERGES
All over the country, it was these theater organ societies that
helped preserve similar movie palaces, from the Atlanta Fox and
the Seattle Paramount, to similar theaters in Oakland, Denver
and Columbus, Ohio. These groups spurred the restoration efforts. In 1981, the Long Center was named to the National Register of Historic Places.
“Historic preservation has always played a significant role in
Lafayette’s growth and infrastructure,” says Lafayette Mayor
Tony Roswarski.
The theater underwent a major renovation in 2000, says former
board member Dave Lahr. There had been updates in the 1980s,
particularly to the electrical system. But it was thanks to the work
of many volunteers — in particular, Ernie Deagan.
“He was great,” Lahr says. “He knew exactly what to do, when
to do it, how to do it. He was quite a guy.” Deagan’s contributions are memorialized on a plaque in the sidewalk in front of the
theater.
Lahr was around during the 1980s and ’90s as adjustments
had to be made to accommodate modern programming. The
LSO needed a shell for the stage, and getting the design right was
critical. A major capital campaign helped with the restoration and
purchase of the adjoining St. John’s Pavilion — necessary, as it
provides accessible restrooms and relief from the very
small lobby.
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The city owns this property — an aging building, in need of
maintenance. And in need of a purpose. Lahr says that bringing
the right entertainment has always been a challenge. The LSO
was able to bring in one audience — and that crowd was very
loyal, he says — but they needed to attract more people. And there
is always competition for donors, with so many other performing
arts options around.
And then, new life was once again breathed into the Long
Center when Eric Van Cleave came on as executive director in
2013. Van Cleave, a popular former choral director at Lafayette
Jefferson High School, was the beneficiary of fortuitous timing:
the board had recently sold the building next door, which meant
there was a budget to dedicate to programming.
And Van Cleave ran with it, bringing in a variety of experimental acts and shows, everything from the annual showing of “The
Polar Express” to “Sing-a-long Sound of Music” (complete with a
costume parade and swag bags) and a Queen tribute band.
“He really raised the profile,” Lahr says.

A NEW APPROACH TO THEATER ENTERTAINMENT
It was his goal, Van Cleave says, to recreate a retro experience
for patrons. He programmed movies that were fun, cult classics; vintage movie concession ads were shown, ideally directing
people to the concession stand — complete with wine and beer —
next door in the adjacent St. John’s pavilion. And he introduced
the Singing Vendors, a group of high school students dressed in
retro usher uniforms, complete with a fez, who opened doors,
greeted patrons and performed songs in tight 1940s-style harmonies (arranged by Van Cleave), including a retelling of the history
of the Long Center in 90 seconds.
But it wasn’t always easy, Van Cleave says, maintaining a
building that age. There wasn’t adequate staffing to oversee what
needed to be done. And there wasn’t always the money.
“The good thing about me being there is I was just loud,” Van
Cleave says. “I was able to go to the mayor. If I needed something,
I asked for it. I called in every favor I had.”
Van Cleave knew that once people got inside the building, they
would be smitten. But how to get people in the door was the question. He tried to focus on smaller, niche acts that would not be
appearing with Purdue Convos. And he needed to build the board,
cultivate donors. But he was nervous about competing for those
donors, and for the message that might send to the LSO and other
arts groups that rent the facility.
“It was really, really hard to get momentum started,” he says.
“It took a while to get that loosened up. I knew if we built a season, if we maintained and built a patron list, that would ultimately benefit all the other organizations [who use the Long Center].”
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It’s a tricky building to program, agrees John Hughey, current
executive director, who took over when Van Cleave left in 2018.
The Long Center is in the unique position of renting the space to
outside groups and programming its own performance series —
the distinction between the two is not always clear.
And the venue itself provides a special set of challenges. Its size
— just over 1,100 seats — makes it too large for many groups but
too small for acts that are just popular enough. And the stage is
too small for touring Broadway shows.

100 YEARS: LOOKING FORWARD, LOOKING BACK
“Each historic theater serves the community in a very particular
way,” Hughey says. “You’re tapping into that nostalgia, remembering what it was like when you were a kid and walking that line
about what you’d like it to be.
“You want to be relevant to people now — you don’t want to live
as if you’re a museum. You have to pay attention to that messaging of what it means to attend an event here.”
Yet Hughey sees great potential for the Long Center. There are
people in town who can remember seeing their favorite childhood
movie there in the 1950s, and there are other people in town who
have never walked in the door. This centennial year, he hopes to
change that.
The celebration will continue throughout the year. Many acts
have already been announced — Robert Cray in August, the Oak
Ridge Boys in February — along with children’s and holiday fare.
A film series will celebrate 100 years of cinema, featuring movies
for each decade of the theater. And theater organist Ken Double
will make an appearance.
No 100th birthday would be complete without a giant birthday
bash. And one is planned — rather, it’s been postponed — and the
Long Center will have its celebration in April 2022. The Lafayette
Master Chorale will host, putting on a gala performance. And
who better to lead the show than Van Cleave, stepping up on the
podium? After all, no one knows the building better. The show,
he says, will feature a dazzling array of entertainment — audience
members will feel as if they are in the audience in April 1921.
“I’m really looking forward to it,” he says. “It’s the overgrown
'Andy Griffith Show' — the whole community comes together.”
It is, he says, a fitting tribute to this historic venue, a jewel of
downtown Lafayette. And it’s a celebration for the entire city.
“The Long Center is there by the grace of [former Lafayette
Mayor] Jim Riehle,” Van Cleave says. “He just made things
happen. He nodded and things got easier; it really was all due to
him.”
Riehle must have recognized that the Long Center is more than
just a building. It is part of the community, part of the fabric of
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people’s lives. Hughey says it’s about the experience, about being
with people you love.
“The building is just a facilitator to that experience,” Hughey
says. “It will help instill a love of the Long Center. Think about
concerts. You don’t necessarily remember the plaster on the walls
or gold leaf. You remember being next to someone you love, hearing a song you loved in high school. We’re lucky that it happens in
these walls. We’re lucky to be part of that.”
It’s a commitment to the past, to historic preservation, as well
as a gift to the future. And it’s a mission the city takes seriously.
“Through dedicated maintenance and continuing education,
we have been able to preserve structures like the Long Center
to ensure history stays relevant and vibrant for our community
members, visitors and future generations,” Roswarski says.
“As the Long Center celebrates 100 years, I am filled with tremendous pride and appreciation for all of the work and investment that goes in to making sure this iconic building continues
to thrive and provide high-quality entertainment for people of
all ages. The Long Center serves as an important quality-of-life
centerpiece for downtown and helps position the area as a lively
destination.” ★

Artist Becky Chapman created a watercolor of the Long Center exterior, past and present.
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Pharmaceutical
company
focuses efforts
on hard-to-treat
cancers
BY KAT BRAZ
PHOTOS PROVIDED

Left: Sherine Abdelmawla and
Mohammad Noshi

herine Abdelmawla never
intended to devote her
career to deciphering
rare cancers. She came
to Purdue University to
pursue a Ph.D. in medicinal chemistry and molecular pharmacology
and planned to study antivirals.
Following graduation, she worked in
the field of nanomedicine developing cancer therapeutics and cancer
diagnostics for ovarian, breast and
prostate cancer.
In 2014, Abdelmawla decided to
obtain her pharmacy license. She
interned at Horizon Oncology and
Research Center, where she worked
on multiple clinical trials for major
pharmaceutical companies.
“Midway through the year I spent
at Horizon, I decided I wanted to
work with cancer,” Abdelmawla
says. “All of the sudden, what used
to be a theoretical disease, cells I
worked with in the lab, now I was
connecting with real-life patients
in clinical trials. A patient enters a
clinical trial when they’ve tried every
option in the market, and other
treatments haven’t worked for them.
They may be in late stages of cancer.
Losing people day after day was
really hard. It became something
personal.”
Abdelmawla co-founded Akanocure Pharmaceuticals in 2014 with
her husband, Mohammad Noshi,
who earned his Ph.D. in organic
chemistry from Purdue; and Philip
Fuchs, Emeritus R.B. Wetherill Professor of Chemistry at Purdue, who
serves as chief scientific officer for
the company. Shortly after Akanocure was founded, Noshi’s father
died from an aggressive cancer. A
few years later, Abdelmawla’s father
died from an aggressive cancer that
did not respond to treatment.
“Before I had a personal connec-

tion to cancer, it just felt like another disease to study,” she says. “But
now, it is personal. It’s come full
circle. No matter how many times
I tried to work on other diseases, I
always ended up being redirected to
cancer research. It feels like fate was
leading me here.”
Akanocure, based in the Purdue
Research Park, is on a mission to
tackle hard-to-treat cancers, defined as orphan cancers. An orphan
disease is a rare disease or condition
that affects fewer than 200,000
people in the United States. They
are often serious or life threatening.
The Orphan Drug Act, passed in
1983, incentivizes drug development
for orphan drugs. Cancers with
limited treatment options are defined as cancers with unmet needs.
“We decided to focus specifically
on metastatic cancers,” Abdelmawla
says. “A lot of times, once a cancer
becomes metastatic most drugs
won’t work really well on it. If we
can find a drug that will prevent a
cancer from becoming metastatic,
it’s like paralyzing the cancer.
Combined with the medications
currently approved for treatment,
there’s a possibility of being able to
treat a cancer that would normally
be very difficult to treat.”
For Noshi, the mission of drug
discovery is a natural extension of
his doctoral research. At Purdue,
he worked in the Fuchs Lab where
he researched the Chiral Carbon

“At Akanocure, we have very
good science and we have
dedicated people working on
it. With great people, tremendous expertise and really
good science, it fills me with
hope all the time.”
- Sherine Abdelmawla
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Catalog — molecules that serve as
the building blocks for complex
compounds used to target specific
drug outcomes. Akanocure has now
expanded upon that research and
built its own proprietary chemistry
synthesis platform that allows
these molecules to be scalable
for industry.
“I’ve always been amazed by the
power of chemistry to transform one
source of matter to another,” Noshi
says. “The application of the science
is interesting in itself. But the ability
to use chemistry to make drugs that
can benefit humanity, that’s what
gets me fired up every day about the
research I’m doing.”
Abdelmawla credits the Purdue Foundry for providing a lot of
support to the biotech startup. The
company was able to license intellectual property from the university,
which gave them a platform from
which they could begin generating
molecules that would have wide
applications in different diseases.
“We had a lot of help from Purdue,” Abdelmawla says. “At the
beginning, we had a lot of technical
experience, but we were just starting in the business world and the
Foundry gave us a crash course on
everything — how to write a business plan, how to pitch to investors.
Everybody helped to get us up to
speed really quickly. Everybody was
making connections for us. When
you feel like the universe is trying
to help you in every possible way, it
gives you hope.”
In their 20 years living in the
community, they’ve seen Greater
Lafayette’s commitment to nurturing business development. It’s one
of the reasons they chose to start
their company here.
“Greater Lafayette is a great
place to start a biotech company or
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any startup business,” Noshi says.
“There may be hotter spots on the
east and west coasts but when you
have a startup, you don’t have many
resources to work with in the beginning. This is a wonderful community
to raise a family with good cost of
living, and we don’t waste time with
a long commute. There are many advantages to basing a company here.”
Since 2018, Akanocure has been
awarded three grants by the National Science Foundation (NSF), the
most recent was a $256,000 Phase
I research grant in January. The
money will be used to research and
develop a drug to fight severe cases
of COVID-19 and other viruses.
“We didn’t start out focusing on
antivirals,” Noshi says. “But when
the pandemic hit, there was an
emergency application where the
NSF encouraged everyone with an
idea to apply. It was a very competitive application, but we were
chosen. We’re able to apply some of
our technology toward a new treatment. And for serious COVID-19
cases, there are not many treatment
options. So antivirals are now the
main theme of our current work.”
Although Akanocure has received
a lot of recognition from the science
community for its work, building a
startup is not easy. Noshi says that
entrepreneurs have to enjoy the
discomfort that comes with building
the dream.
“Many people do not realize the
size of the challenge when it comes
to starting a company,” Noshi says.
“It is full of discomfort. You have to
be willing to get out of your comfort zone and try new things. You
have to be ready to work full days,
sometimes from six o’clock in the
morning until eight o’clock at night.
Some days and some weeks are
packed like that. The dream is nice,

but you have to be prepared to build
it. I believe that every problem has a
solution and that hard work always
pays off.”
Abdelmawla is optimistic that
Akanocure may have drugs ready
for clinical trial within a few years.
Just because a molecule performs
well in a test tube, doesn’t mean it
will work within the human body.
The structure of the compound
must be optimized to ensure it is
metabolically stable. Drug discovery
can be daunting work, with months
and even years of trial and error in
developing new effective treatments.
“Working in drug development,
you have to have a passion for your
research,” Abdelmawla says. “There
are lots of disappointments in drug
discovery. You can find something
that works with a tissue and go to
phase one clinical trials, but then
fail in phase two. Or you can go on
to phase two and then fail in phase
three. Then you have to go back to
the drawing board and begin working again on many different compounds just to get one approved.
“You have to really believe in what
you’re doing. That’s why the personal connection is so important,
because when something is personal, you’re not going to give up on it
easily. It’s all about perseverance. A
lot of successful projects prevailed
because one scientist believed in the
work and kept going after everyone
else gave up. At Akanocure, we have
very good science and we have dedicated people working on it. With
great people, tremendous expertise
and really good science, it fills me
with hope all the time.” ★

“I believe that every problem
has a solution and that hard
work always pays off."
- Mohammad Noshi
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Late summer
on the lawn
BY RADONNA FIORINI
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e may be traveling and enjoying more events away from home
this summer than last, but many
people have a new-found appreciation for their own backyard and
the joys of staying home. Pandemic
gardening in 2020 is translating
into new trends in outdoor living in
2021.
The necessity of nesting at home
has carried over into a desire to find
joy in bringing typical indoor living
spaces outside, says Jennifer Deterding, owner of the two Ace Hardware stores in Greater Lafayette.
“People are viewing their outdoor
spaces as an extension of their living
room,” she says. “For many people,
their home is now their office, so
they are creating relaxing spaces
outside to get away from work.”
Creating outdoor rooms may
mean adding a gazebo for seating

and sun protection, or putting in a
fire pit or fire table and an outdoor
space heater to extend the season
as the weather cools. Water features
also are a must, but large fountains
have been replaced by little bubbler
units and smaller, more modern
designs that can be tucked into a
corner.
“People were stuck inside for
so long they had plenty of time to
think about the features they want
outdoors,” Deterding says. “These
water features attract wildlife, and
the sound of falling water brings a
sense of peace and tranquility into
your space.”
These concrete fountains will need
electricity and can be left outside
in the winter if the water is drained
and the fountain covered so water
doesn’t seep into the concrete and
freeze and thaw, she says. Small so-

lar powered water jets can be added
to a bird bath or other container, but
solar units don’t work well for larger
fountains.
Kinetic spinners are another fun
and surprisingly popular feature
this summer that add motion and
visual interest in the yard. These
are not the traditional metal sunflowers your grandma had in her
garden, but are interesting, modern
designs in mixed metals and colors,
another indication of the desire for
an interactive outdoor space, says
Deterding.
Container gardening is also popular this year, and Ace carries a variety of planters in traditional cobalt,
burgundy and terracotta, but the
most sought-after styles are more
modern shapes in neutral tones
such as concrete gray. These muted
containers showcase the colors and

patterns of the plants, allowing the
flora to be the centerpiece.
Many new gardeners are embracing native plants and showing
interest in attracting birds, butterflies and other pollinators to their
yards. They’ve seen the reports of
declines in bee populations and are
eager to do what they can to support
the native colonies, she says. And
because more people are grilling and
cooking at home, they are growing
more herbs and experimenting with
fresh ingredients in their meals.
Pink and purple were the hottest
color choices this summer and gardeners looked for interesting color
variations in blooms and leaves. Ace
Hardware’s annual flowers come
from a local grower, and there were
new color patterns and varieties of
traditional plant starts this year,
Deterding says.
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It’s difficult to pinpoint popular
trends at Lafayette’s Bennett’s
Greenhouse because everything
sold well, says Operations Manager
Scott Ruff. He confirms that more
people took up gardening during
the pandemic, and the store can’t
always keep up with the demand.
“Everything is selling (this year)
and people are really getting back
out in the garden,” Ruff says. “Gardening helps with stress, and more
people want to know where their
food is coming from. We’ve seen
lots of new vegetable gardeners and
people growing things in pots.”
Bennett’s grows much of its own
stock and is always in the process
of regrowing plants that have been
popular so they’ll have them available throughout the season. Now is
a good time to put in a second crop
of some vegetables and even start
flowers for fall bloom, Ruff says.
Cole crops, such as spinach, broccoli, kale and cabbage usually do
better when planted in the summer
for fall harvest, and onions, garlic,
carrots and green beans often can
be harvested into the winter. Fall
brings more moisture and cooler nights just as the plants reach
maturity, which means they’ll be
sweeter and take longer to go to
seed.
To determine when to plant so
there will be enough time for your
veggies to produce a harvest, look
at the seed packet and find the
number of days the plant takes to
reach maturity, Ruff says. Then
count backwards from our area’s
average first frost date—typically
late September or early October.
You likely will have some additional days of production past the frost
date if you cover the plants when a
cold snap hits.
Annual flowers also can be start-
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ed now from seed and will continue
to bloom into the fall. Those that
like cooler weather and tolerate
frosty nights include petunias,
snapdragons, geraniums and pansies, Ruff says.
The next gardening wave will
be fall mums, says Deterding. Ace
Hardware’s local grower will provide huge plants in new color variations along with the traditional
yellow, rust and burgundy shades.
Garden mums can be planted in the
fall and may overwinter as long as
they are in the ground early enough
to get roots established. If they
are planted by mid-September or
so and heavily mulched, they may
come back next spring, but most
people treat them as annuals and
display them in containers as decorative accent features.
Some other flowering perennials
can be planted as late as mid-October and do well because of the
additional moisture and cooler
nights, says Ruff. Ornamental
grasses should be planted by the
end of September, but make sure
any perennial plant you purchase
is rated as hardy for USDA Zone 5
to ensure it survives the freezing
temperatures to come.
Houseplants have been another
huge trend this year, and Bennett’s
can’t keep up with the demand,
says Ruff. Cactus, succulents, figs
and dracena are all flying off the
shelves. Some of those house plants
will benefit from a summer on the
deck, if light and water conditions
are right.
Ruff advises thoroughly soaking tropical foliage plants so the
root ball gets lots of moisture. To
determine how often to water,
physically check the dryness of the
soil in each potted plant. Frequent,
shallow watering is not as effective

as a deep soaking less frequently.
It’s important to do a little research
and know what conditions will help
your plants thrive, he says.
Fall is also a good time to plant
grass seed, again because of the
cooler temperatures and increased
moisture, Ruff says. August
through September is an ideal window to lay down seed.
And for established lawns, this
time of year is all about watering, says Jeff Freel, arborist at
Bellinger’s Professional Grounds
Maintenance. When we experience
long, dry spells, even established
lawns can suffer without additional
moisture, and he recommends ½
to 1 inch of water per week.
Late summer also is a good time
to fertilize the lawn. According to
Purdue Extension Service specialists, cool season grasses typically
grown in central Indiana die back
in the heat of summer and may thin
out over time if not adequately fertilized and watered. As the weather
cools, these grasses begin putting
more energy into building a strong
root system, rather than producing
leaves, so fall fertilization helps
produce a healthier, thicker lawn.
For the best root growth, apply
up to 1 pound of nitrogen per 1,000
square feet of lawn each month,
August through November, Purdue
turf grass specialists recommend.
Your lawn also may need other
nutrients, such as potassium and
phosphorus, so have the soil tested
and choose a fertilizer based on the
type of soil and variety of grass.
Check out the excellent Purdue
publications about this and other
horticulture subjects offered online
by searching the Purdue Extension
Service web site.
Late summer is also a great time
to plant trees and shrubs, but water

is again the key to success, says
Freel. When watering trees, use a
soaker hose or other slow-release
method to ensure the water is getting down into the root zone. Deeply soak established trees and shrubs
twice a month during dry spells.
“We really stress watering
when putting in new trees,” he
says. “When you can’t control the
temperature, the home owner can
help alleviate stress on the trees by
watering well.”
He advocates buying these higher
ticket items from professional arborists, rather than a big box store,
to make sure the specimen purchased is hardy in our area and will
have a better chance of survival.
Some trees and shrubs also are
in short supply this year because of
increased demand.
“The housing market is booming
so people are buying trees for their
new yards, but we were hearing
about shortages even before (the
boom),” Freel says. “Supplies are
down and prices are up.”
Bellinger’s has a large nursery
at its Shadeland property and
will have a good selection of trees

at its mid-October tree sale. The
landscape company also can work
with other growers to find unusual
varieties of trees and shrubs not
available locally, Freel says. Bellinger’s will help you select the right
tree for your location and can plant
it and offer expert advice on helping it thrive.
In between all that planting,
fertilizing and watering, remember
to sit down in your outdoor living
room and enjoy the beauty and
peace before the snow flies. ★

More information about fall fertilization
is available here: extension.purdue.edu
Fertilizing cool-season lawns:
turf.purdue.edu
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tart asking questions about Ivy Tech Chancellor David Bathe, and the superlatives fly: mentor,
people-oriented, compassionate and humble leader,
faithful friend, family man, motivated by faith, inclusive, uniter … the list goes on.
Bathe will retire from a very public position at
the helm of Ivy Tech Community College Lafayette
on Aug. 13, leaving a 17-year legacy of growth and
opportunity at the 130-acre campus. His career of
offering support and encouragement to non-traditional students and investing in people and his
community leaves a lasting mark.
“Dave is incredibly patient, a hard worker and a
good leader because he’s a good listener,” says Indiana State Sen. Ron Alting. “He respects all people, is
inclusive, compassionate and a uniter. He’s there for
all the right reasons: to offer opportunity, comfort
and encouragement to community college students.”
Bathe, 63, came to Ivy Tech Lafayette in 1999 as
vice chancellor of academic affairs and was named
chancellor in 2004 with the goal of transitioning the
institution from a technical school to a community
college, featuring more liberal arts programming, he
says.
Ivy Tech is a state-supported system with about
40 campuses across Indiana. During Bathe’s tenure,
the Lafayette physical campus expanded, program
offerings grew dramatically, a working/teaching
farm was established, online classes started, cooperative agreements with local corporations and
non-profits were developed, area satellite campuses
were opened, and millions of dollars raised from the
private sector to support the college’s programs and
expand workforce development.
Ivy Tech offers opportunities for many kinds of
students: those pursuing a university degree and
starting at a community college to save money;
those pursing trade certification or apprenticeships;
and non-traditional students who may be older or,
through life experience, come to see the value of a
post-high school education.
Lisa Eylens is one of those students whose life
was changed by her time at Ivy Tech and, more
specifically, by the encouragement and support she
received from Bathe when pursuing her degree. In
2009, Eylens had completed 80 credit hours at Purdue and was working at a hotel. Then the financial
crisis hit and her job was eliminated.
Eylens quickly enrolled at Ivy Tech, earning
enough credits for an associate degree in business
administration. She transferred every credit hour
to Purdue and graduated from there in 2012 with a

bachelor’s degree in hospitality and tourism management.
She first met Bathe while serving in the Ivy Tech
student ambassador program, taking new students on
campus tours and serving at campus events.
“I was doing an event on campus and we were serving food to the guests of the event,” Eylens recalls.
“Dr. Bathe jumped into the little kitchen area to restock something. I told him I would take care of that,
but he insisted. This would be my first encounter with
the legendary Dr. Bathe, although I didn’t know how
special he was just yet.”
It was during Eylens’ first semester when she
became the recipient of Bathe’s intentional care for
students. She had received an award and invited
her parents to come from Gary to attend the awards
ceremony. They were running late, but Bathe was not
about to let them miss celebrating her accomplishment. He slowed down the program, moving other
award winners ahead of Eylens until her parents
arrived.
“As the program continued, Dr. Bathe went outside
into the parking lot and greeted my parents, instructing them where to park and let them know they were
not late (although they were),” Eylens says. “He personally escorted them to my table, then he gave the
signal to the host that they could present my award.
To this day, my parents ask me how Dave is doing.
They are on a first-name basis with him after getting
that warm hospitality that he offered them.”
That personal touch made a lasting impression on
Eylens and she credits him with helping her learn
how to pay it forward.
Bathe says Eylens, who is now general manager of
the Hampton Inn Chicago/Tinley Park, is a real Ivy
Tech success story. Eylens describes Bathe as a servant leader, and she continues to support the school
and stay connected.
Bathe is intentional about staying connected with
students on campus, says Heather Hart, the Lafayette
campus executive director of human resources. Hart
started at Ivy Tech in 2008 as an intern, and Bathe
made a point of meeting her on her first day. He recently walked into the administration building with a
new employee and introduced himself, without telling
the employee he was the chancellor, she says.
“He schedules time on the calendar to walk around,
speak to employees and get out of the office,” Hart
says. “He’s in tune with what’s going on with people,
even in their private lives, and is the first to suggest
sending flowers and supporting people. He’s so available and easy to talk to. That will be missed.”
Some of those campus connections last a lifetime.
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Charles Bender met Bathe in Gainesville, Florida,
in the early 1990s when he was a student at Santa
Fe College and Bathe was a department chair. Bathe
took Bender under his wing, mentored him, and
over time became a true friend, even standing up as
a groomsman at Bender’s wedding.
Bathe created a class for Bender when a required
class wouldn’t fit his schedule and served as a spiritual guide as Bender found his way. Their shared
Christian faith and Bathe’s encouragement helped
Bender “stay on the rails,” he says.
Bender credits Bathe’s influence with his decision
to enter a helping profession. He is now CEO of
Place of Hope, a faith-based organization working
with abused, neglected and trafficked children and
adults in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida.
“I love what I do, and the people are what make
it the best,” Bender says. “If Dave and others had
not poured into me, I wouldn’t be doing what I do
today.” The two remain close.
Andrew Antonio echoes those sentiments. Antonio was hired in the Ivy Tech advising office in 2007
and was executive director of diversity engagement
when he left in 2018. He now serves as director of
community relations for Home Instead Senior Care
in Lafayette.
Antonio says he particularly enjoyed working with
Bathe to meet the needs of minority students, establishing creative programs that provide opportunities
for growth and real-world experience. He calls Bathe
a “big picture thinker,” and says many initiatives
began with Bathe recognizing a need and starting a
conversation by saying, “Wouldn’t it be nice if …”
One such initiative came about when the two
were on a trip to Washington, D.C., with Greater
Lafayette Commerce. As Bathe walked through the
nation’s capital, he commented that it would be nice
if some Ivy Tech students had the opportunity to
explore the city and its museums, meet with their
legislators and get a broader understanding of how
federal government works.
Out of that conversation came a trip, supported
with a stipend from a generous donor, and then
a class that has been offered for a decade and has
impacted about 200 students.
“These were students who had never been out of
the state, students on financial aid who had been
told they’d never go to college,” Antonio says. “Many
were minorities, first generation going to school.
They had so many obstacles, and this program
helped them see they had something to share and
see what was possible.”
Bathe has a passion for students unlike anyone
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Antonio has ever met, he says. Students who didn’t
have much of a high school resume and few opportunities — who not only needed a first chance
but sometimes a second chance after making poor
life decisions — were deeply impacted by Bathe’s
focused leadership and desire to help them succeed.
Bathe’s approach to career and life comes from his
family of origin with immigrant roots, and the faith
that was instilled in him as a child. Growing up in
Vincennes, Indiana, with grandparents nearby, he
learned that work was paramount and family took
priority. His father, Gene Bathe, was in sales and
then, at 39, decided to go back to school, enrolling at
Vincennes University, a two-year residential college.
He earned an associate degree and joined the faculty
there. Bathe’s mother, Patricia, also served as treasurer for the Vincennes University Foundation.
“They wanted their kids to go to college, and the
community college system became my passion,”
says Bathe.
Bathe has lived his life by the tenants of his faith.
“(The catechism) asks, ‘Why do you exist?’ and the
answer is that God created you for His pleasure and
service,” Bathe says. “Redemption is through Christ
and our focus should never be on ourselves. We
should live with a grateful heart, always looking for
what we can do to help and support others. You never get satisfaction from trying to get material things,
but if you serve people, you’ll be happy.”
When Bathe talks about a project completed
during his tenure — whether it’s the establishment
of the college’s farm, the co-enrollment program
with Purdue University or the inclusion of student
and professional artwork in campus buildings — he
always cites the team that made it happen.
“You don’t do anything alone,” Bathe says. “It’s
the team of people that come together that make
our students and programs successful. It’s a matter

of doing things together and trying to better their
lives.”
Bathe has developed partnerships with corporations and non-profits to provide learning opportunities, internships and hands-on training for students.
Because of partnerships with community leaders,
unions, businesses and Purdue, Ivy Tech has developed programs to give people the training and skills
they need to go right to work locally, he says. And
more corporations are recognizing that the area has
a skilled workforce.
Doug Mansfield, president of manufacturing at
Kirby Risk, says Bathe has been an essential cog in
Greater Lafayette’s economic engine. Mansfield,
who has served on the Ivy Tech regional board of
trustees for 13 years, says Bathe consistently makes
Ivy Tech’s resources and technology available.
“When a company is coming in, Dave is always at
the table asking what Ivy Tech can do to help that
company succeed,” Mansfield says. “He’s well respected by his peers in the community and has been
phenomenal in community and economic development.”
Mansfield cites one such instance when a hightech company opened in Lafayette and Bathe
worked with the business to develop a training
program at Ivy Tech. The program prepares students for specific jobs there and helps them obtain
required certification.
Bathe has served on many community boards and
is present at area events, making connections and
looking for ways to improve the quality of life and
opportunities for students and local business alike.
“What I do is talk a lot, eat chicken and ask for
money,” jokes Bathe, referring to the many dinner
events he attends to stay connected to the community and raise awareness about Ivy Tech’s mission,
which ultimately, he says, is to serve the people of
Indiana.

Bathe sees the community college system as a
support for middle-class America. Students who go
right into the workforce from high school often end
up in poverty because they don’t have the training
and skills to get a job that will financially support a
family, he says. A two-year associate degree or technical training program can move those students into
careers that pay well and provide stability or prepare
them for the university system and an undergraduate degree.
“It will take a very special person to live up to
what Dave has accomplished on the academic side
and the community side,” Mansfield says. “We really
appreciate his honesty, openness and enthusiasm
for his job and for this community.”
The board is actively searching for Bathe’s replacement and expects to fill the chancellor position
this summer, Mansfield says.
At the time of this writing, Bathe had not firmed
up plans for what comes after his August retirement.
He and wife Rebecca plan to stay in Lafayette, where
they raised their three now adult children. He will
continue to serve on some local boards, including
that of the Art Museum of Greater Lafayette Foundation, and hopes to continue expanding Ivy Tech’s
art collection.
He won’t be resting on his laurels but will particularly miss one aspect of community college life.
“I will miss the students the most, just walking
through the buildings and office suites and checking
in with them and the people who work here,” Bathe
says. “It has been my honor and privilege to serve
them.” ★
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Things To Do
@ Purdue
BY KEN THOMPSON PHOTOS PROVIDED
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Purdue University is more than just red brick buildings and
a founder of arguably collegiate sports’ top conference, the Big Ten.
Now that summer is upon us and the vast majority of Purdue’s
45,000 students are enjoying a long-awaited break after more than
a year under strict COVID-19 guidelines, it’s a time for residents of
Greater Lafayette to come to campus.
There are so many attractions and unusual artwork that visitors can
easily fill up a day’s visit just trying to see them all.
One of the first stops to make is Horticulture Park. Home to more
than 300 types of trees and plants, Hort Park, as it’s known to students and faculty, is 35 acres of landscaped and wooded land within
easy walking distance of campus.
Open to the public year-round during daylight hours, Hort Park
provides opportunities to explore nature, practice your photography
and hit the hiking trails.
Picnic tables, benches and open fields for recreational activities are
available.
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The Purdue Arboretum web site (arboretum.purdue.edu) invites
visitors to stroll campus, with self-guided tours ranging from the
Memorial Mall to nature hikes to campus sculptures.

Art everywhere
On Purdue’s sprawling campus, there’s no shortage of fine art and
statues available to admire and study. Purdue Galleries’ permanent
collections include more than 5,500 works of art.
Inside Stewart Center, next to the Purdue Memorial Union, the
Robert L. Ringel Gallery features artwork from regional, national and
international artists. Exhibits rotate every four to six weeks. The Patti
and Rusty Rueff Galleries, in Pao Hall, showcase artwork created or
curated by the students, faculty and alumni of the Rueff School of Design, Art and Performance at Purdue. Both galleries are closed until
August 23. Check the website for upcoming exhibits (cla.purdue.edu/
academic/rueffschool/galleries).

Memorials and fountains
There’s a definite theme at Purdue and it’s reflected not only in its
buildings but on just about every square foot of campus: tradition.
One of those traditional sites is the Engineering Fountain in front of
Hovde Hall. It’s a place to cool off on warm days and where summer
graduates celebrate their final moments on campus. The 38-foot-tall
fountain has four vertical structures that enclose a large jet of water
spraying up through the center.
Loeb Fountain, a Purdue landmark, was moved from in front of
Hovde Hall in 1988 during renovation of Purdue Mall and replaced by
the Engineering Fountain. The Loeb Fountain emerged from storage
in 1993 to become the centerpiece of Founders Park.
Founders Park is a pedestrian mall dedicated in 1994. It provides
more than two acres of walking paths, trees, tables and seating.
The Class of 1903 donated the “Lions Fountain” Memorial to the
university as a drinking fountain. But it has long been the subject of
Purdue folklore. According to the Reamer Club, the lions roar whenever a virgin walks by. A second bit of lore, which the Reamers say has
changed as the campus layout was adjusted, claims that if a couple
kisses under the Purdue Bell Tower and subsequently walks past the
lions, marriage is in their future.
The Class of 1894 Fountain, also known as Memorial Fountain,
has been in place since 1895. Located in Memorial Mall, the fountain
resides next to the grave of university founder John Purdue.
Also inside Memorial Mall is the Class of 1897 Gateway, signifying
the original entrance to Purdue University. The pillars are no longer
in their original spot, having been moved in the 1950s to widen the
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drive for automobiles. In 1991, the pillars were refurbished and placed
across from Stewart Center on the east side of Memorial Mall.
Nearby Memorial Mall is a can’t miss site on campus, literally.
Standing 160 feet tall, the Purdue Bell Tower plays the Purdue fight
song and the alma mater at 12:20 p.m., 5 p.m. and 10 p.m. daily. It’s
located near Hovde Hall and Elliott Hall of Music.
Purdue Centennial Marker was dedicated in 1969 and is located in
front of the Materials Science and Electrical Engineering Building
along Northwestern Avenue. It displays Purdue’s crest and is home to
a buried copper box containing Purdue artifacts such as a letter from
then-president Frederick Hovde to Purdue’s president in 2069.
Another tradition at Purdue is the “Hello Walk.” Once a winding
walkway from the main entrance to University Hall, Hello Walk includes all the sidewalks that cross the Memorial Mall. Tradition calls
for people to smile and say hello to everyone they meet.

Seeking sculptures?
The Beering Tribute Sculpture, honoring former Purdue President
Steven Beering, features four iron railroad tracks suspended from a
tripod with a bronze torso on top. A Maltese cross, cut out of the torso, lies beneath the rails. It is located on the east side of Beering Hall.
Also outside Beering Hall is the “Pencil Sculpture,” which represents Purdue’s Online Writing Lab.
“When Dreams Dance,” located between Schleman and Hovde
halls, honors former deans Barbara Cook and Beverly Stone. The artwork is a symbol of the deans’ efforts to foster among students a free
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spirit, keeping an open mind and taking an optimistic world view.
A bronze sculpture of Purdue alumnus Neil Armstrong is a popular
stop for visitors who want a photograph with the tribute to the first
man to walk on the moon.
The sculpture greets visitors to the Neil Armstrong Hall of Engineering. It depicts Armstrong as an undergraduate student in the
1950s. He is sitting on a stone plinth and wearing a windbreaker,
Oxford shirt, khaki pants and penny loafers. His right hand is on a
small stack of books, and his slide rule is removed from the case and
ready for use. Armstrong, the first man to land on the moon, is gazing
over his left shoulder at a trail of sculpted moon boot impressions and
other symbolic features.
Also outside Armstrong Hall of Engineering, several concrete boot
prints allow visitors to imagine walking in his footsteps on the moon.
The atrium’s 53-foot ceiling is home to a replica of the Apollo 1
command module and a mural depicting the life of Purdue graduate
Roger Chaffee, who was killed alongside another Purdue graduate,
Gus Grissom, and Edward White when a fire engulfed the original
Apollo 1 during tests on the launch pad on January 27, 1967.
While not an alumnus of Purdue, Amelia Earhart left her mark on
campus in the mid 1930s before disappearing in July 1937 while flying
over the Pacific Ocean during her attempt to complete an around-theworld trip.
The bronze statue of Earhart resides outside the dorm and dining
court that bear her name. The 8-foot statue depicts Earhart holding
an airplane propeller.
Fans attending Ross-Ade Stadium each autumn for Boilermaker
football games are greeted by an 18-foot bronze statue depicting a 19th
century boilermaker according to sculptor Jon Hair.
Fittingly for Purdue, two 8-foot-tall sculptures titled “Brickhead
Conversations,” resides in front of Pao Hall. Both were formed from
architectural red clay bricks and feature an audio component.
“Continuum” is one of the newer exhibits on campus, located in
front of Lynn Hall of Veterinary Medicine since 2000. It’s comprised
of life-sized animals and humans as well as a 16-by-9-foot representation of a cave wall with animals painted on it.
“Man and Technology” stands out inside Pickett Park, thanks to a
13-foot sculptural hand of limestone with gears and wires underneath.
Many a person has climbed into the palm to get a different perspective of the campus.

History and culture
If history is among your interests, the Dausch Alumni Center, 403
W. Wood St., contains interactive exhibits that allow visitors to learn
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more about Purdue’s role in United States history. This includes
Boilermaker astronauts as well as Purdue’s impact in agriculture and
engineering.
The Black Cultural Center is home to an extensive library and art
collection centering on Black history and culture. The building’s
layout was designed to simulate a traditional African extended family
village.
The Black Cultural Center is one of four cultural centers on campus
– Latino, Native American, Asian American and Asian – as well as
a LGTBQ resource center. Each serves as a resource for educational
materials, music and art. For contact information and hours of operation, visit each center’s website.

Tee it up or toss it
Summer at Purdue is also a good time to test two championship golf
courses designed by Pete Dye located at the Birck-Boilermaker Golf
Complex, just north of campus at 1300 Cherry Lane.
Ackerman-Allen, formerly known as Purdue South, was the site of
Purdue’s 1961 men’s golf NCAA championship and where the legendary Jack Nicklaus won the NCAA individual championship.
Dye’s design challenges golfers of all abilities with rolling hills,
tree-lined fairways and white sand bunkers but has minimal water
hazards.
The Kampen Course, formerly Purdue North, was home to the 2003
NCAA Women’s Championships and the 2008 NCAA Men’s Championships. Kampen was awarded 4.5 stars on Golf Digest’s “Places
to Play.” It also is ranked as one of the most difficult golf courses in
Indiana.
Disc golf also can be played at Purdue. Opened in 2010, the Slayter
Hill Disc Golf Course is 2,560 feet of mostly hilly landscape and mature trees. The first tee is at the base of Slayter Hill Performing Arts
Center on W. Stadium Avenue and Martin Jischke Drive.
The Slayter Hill 9-hole course can be played in conjunction with the
Pickett Park course. Pickett Park is a longer course (3,545 feet) and
an even split of flat land and hills. Pickett Park is off Stadium Avenue,
with the first tee west of the gravel lot.
Disc golf isn’t the only activity available at Pickett Park. Established
in 1971 by Robert and Margaret Pickett as a memorial to their son,
Dean, the park features a collection of artwork but also is an ideal
setting for a picnic or a quiet spot for reading. ★
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you have questions regarding business
Ask The Experts: Do
challenges you are facing?
The Greater Lafayette Commerce Ask the Experts program is perfect for you.
Greater Lafayette Commerce is teaming with experienced professionals who
have the skills you’re looking for to help you overcome challenges and provide
you with perspective and direction.
Ask the Experts provides small business owners with the information they need
while also facilitating the development of lasting professional relationships.

Keith Austin

Austin graduated from Purdue University
in 1985 with a bachelor’s degree in liberal
arts. Since 2004 he has been the president
of Better Merchants Marketing and Media
of Lafayette; he serves as media buyer and
creative editor and in public relations.

QUESTION: Why should my business pay an advertising agency like Better Merchants to oversee
all of my marketing and media plans? I’m not
paying for that now.
ANSWER: As a small business owner, you are
essentially alone in making the biggest decisions
about your marketing while trusting each vendor
and/or sales rep to give you the best deal.
How much time are you spending in meetings
with sales people, signing off on an advertising
plan just because you feel pushed to do something/anything? How do you even know what
advertising message or medium you need and how
much to spend?
An advertising agency like Better Merchants
levels the playing field with vendors. Our sole purpose is putting together the right combination of
traditional and digital media that results in a plan
that is the most targeted and most cost-effective in
reaching new customers.
With the majority of Better Merchants member
businesses, it’s never just one campaign on Facebook or running commercials on just one radio or
TV station. We earn our keep by using every advertising tool at our disposal to develop a coherent
and long-term plan to reach new customers. That
takes the burden off the owner’s shoulder when
going it alone, which saves time, money and, most
importantly, stress.
Do you have a business-related
question for one of our experts?
Visit: bit.ly/GLCAskTheExperts
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Robert Theodorow

Theodorow received his bachelor’s degree
in computer graphics technology from
Purdue University in 2001. Since 2003 he
has been the owner/operator of SFP.net

QUESTION: What are the pros and cons of building my own site using a website template builder?
ANSWER: This is a question I commonly hear at
SFP, oftentimes after the DIY website process has
already begun.
Starting with a few of the benefits, firing up a
website template is quick, simple and very affordable. It’s a solid fit for businesses starting off that
may not have an established marketing budget, or
that need an immediate web presence. Templates
have come a long way in recent years and can be a
reasonable solution for certain projects.  
Some of the disadvantages of website templates
include uniformity (there will be countless other
sites with the same design, as it’s not exclusive to
your business), code quality/sustainability (which
can negatively impact page speed and SEO),
restricted adaptability to meet future growth, and
brand compatibility.
Templates can come bundled with hidden costs
as well — for example, eCommerce builders may
include higher fees per sale, which can add up
over time. It’s smart to review all services provided and compare the total cost over the life of the
site.  
Many web agencies, including ours, will review
all options with their clients to determine the best
fit – whether it’s a website template or a custom
build. Factoring in design goals, search engine
visibility, project benchmarks, and future needs
of the business are all key elements that should
be discussed during the project discovery phase.
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BY MEGAN FURST PHOTOS PROVIDED

It’s the perfect time of year to dip your toe into water activities and sports in
Greater Lafayette. From fishing spots and water parks to serene lakes and scenic
creeks, there’s something for everyone seeking a bit of adventure this summer.
AQUATIC FACILITIES
LAFAYETTE.IN.GOV

Tropicanoe Cove is a popular water park located off Main Street in Columbian Park. With the
expansive zoo, recently renovated Memorial Island, opening of the new multi-use Loeb Stadium,
and the work on the Columbian Park carousel, Columbian Park has a lot to offer. Tropicanoe
Cove is a great place to make a splash in Greater Lafayette this summer. Its water activities vary
in intensity from the Cattail Crik, a meandering lazy river, to the Tiki-Twist, an aqua loop drop
slide that reaches speeds up to 30 miles per hour.
Jon Miner, director of operations, says that both the Tiki-Twist and the Riptide Racer slides,
added in 2019, deliver more of a true water park feel to Tropicanoe Cove. “The Tiki-Twist draws
adults and teens as it is an extreme ride where you can feel g-forces as you’re dropped from a
standing launcher through a loop until you reach the end in only a matter of about six to seven
seconds,” Miner says.
Riders must be a minimum height of 48 inches and weigh at least 100 pounds to go on the
Tiki-Twist. “We have folks that don’t make it all the way around the loop, but not to worry as
there is a hatch that opens up so we can get them out if this happens,” Miner says.
“The Riptide Racer requires a height of 42 inches so younger kids are able to enjoy this with
their friends or family. You lie face down on a mat and can even catch a little air as you race to
the bottom,” Miner says. “It’s fun because there is a visible timer so you can have an actual race
with others while reaching speeds up to 25 miles per hour. It’s also reminiscent of the days in the
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park when the Big Dipper slide was
popular in this same location.”
There are many other water activities at Tropicanoe Cove. The Banana
Peel tube slide, original to the water
park, spirals over the Cattail Crik
guests leisurely floating by. It’s also
common to see a line of brave children attempting to cross a lily pad
rope obstacle course without falling
into the water below.
Private rentals are an option for
Tropicanoe Cove as well as Castaway
Bay and Vinton Pool. Those interested should call 765-807-1500 for
information on pricing and availability.
“As we step back towards a sense
of normalcy, we’re looking forward
to everyone’s return to Tropicanoe
Cove, and while here, taking in all
that Columbian Park has to offer,”
Miner says. “The entire area has
been completely transformed.”
Castaway Bay, located at Armstrong Park, has a beach-like entry
pool, a bubble bench and other

splash zone activities as well as water basketball.
“I like to describe Castaway Bay
as having a California vibe. It’s more
of a laid-back experience geared
for families with younger children,”
Miner says. “There’s typically a
smaller crowd, and it’s an affordable
option with reduced rates every
Tuesday on Family Night.”
VINTON POOL

Vinton Pool on Prairie Lane is the
oldest of the three aquatic facilities
in Lafayette. According to Miner,
it received several updates in 2017,
including a double waterslide, fresh
paint, deck chairs and larger, cabana-style umbrellas.
With a beach-like entrance and
water geysers, Vinton Pool frequently hosts youth organizations and
day camps throughout the summer.
Family nights with reduced rates are
scheduled on Thursdays, and parking is available in Vinton Elementary School’s parking lot or on the
surrounding neighborhood streets.

PROPHETSTOWN STATE PARK
AQUATIC CENTER:
IN.GOV/DNR/STATE-PARKS/PARKS-

LAKES/PROPHETSTOWN-STATE-PARK

Prophetstown State Park Aquatic
Center, located on the grounds of
the state park in Battle Ground, is
a fun option on a hot summer day,
especially for those already camping
or visiting the park. A vehicle park
entry fee is required in addition to
the aquatic center admission. Park
entry fees are waived for those with
a valid annual state park pass.
Standing at 30 feet, the tube slide
is one of the main attractions alongside a body flume water slide. The
aquatic center also features a lazy
river, a beach-like entry into a pool
with splash activities and a water
basketball zone. There is a large
grassy area for sunning and relaxing
that is surrounded by prairie grasses, trees, shrubs and flowers.
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WEST LAFAYETTE MUNICIPAL POOL:
WESTLAFAYETTE.IN.GOV

The West Lafayette Municipal
Pool, located behind the former
Happy Hollow School off Salisbury
Street and Kingston Drive, has a lot
to offer with three pools, two diving
boards and designated lap swim
times.
The baby and intermediate pools
accommodate younger children and
non-swimmers while the large pool,
with depths from 3½ feet to 12½
feet, offers an expansive area for
swimmers to splash around. Swimming and diving lessons are available as well as private pool rentals.

ON THE WATER

WILDCAT CANOE AND KAYAK TOO:
WILDCATCANOEANDKAYAKTOO.COM

The Wildcat Creek, stretching
from Kokomo to Lafayette before
emptying into the Wabash River, is
only one of three designated Indiana streams in the Natural, Scenic
and Recreational River System. The
bordering land along the creek is
largely protected and undeveloped,
allowing a more authentic experience among wildlife and nature.
“There’s a good adventure for
everybody on the Wildcat Creek,”
says Rob Weston, owner of Wildcat
Canoe and Kayak Too. “We’ve been
in business since 2006, and I’ve
spent my entire life near this creek.
Every time you’re out on the water,
you will see something different.”
Wildcat Canoe and Kayak Too
is open daily from May through
October, weather permitting. Reservations are encouraged for those
planning a weekend visit and can be
made by calling 765-589-8081. Canoes, kayaks and tubes are available
for rent with an included shuttle service that takes customers to a dropoff point. Once dropped off, custom-
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ers can follow the creek back to the
office at their own pace. Paddles and
life jackets are provided.
The 5-mile trip takes approximately two hours, but customers
are welcome to stop for picnics or
explore nature if they choose to
make a full day of their experience.
A two-day overnight trip is also
available where customers stay at
Weston’s private, primitive campground. This trip includes an 11-mile
journey each day.
“Summer is a great time for
families with young children or
those new to canoeing or kayaking,”
Weston says. “The water levels tend
to be lower, therefore the creek is
clearer, allowing you to see lots of
fish, mussels and crayfish. It’s also
easier to navigate because the current is slower.”
The Wildcat Creek is a popular
place to fish for catfish, bluegill,
walleye and both small and large
mouth bass. “I have a lot of pictures
from over the years of folks with
some great catches,” Weston says.
“Last year, one of my customers
caught a walleye nearly 35 inches
long!”
Wildcat Canoe and Kayak Too can
accommodate large groups, welcomes dogs and extends its shuttle
service for a discounted rate to those
who own their own canoes, kayaks
or tubes. “We do our best to make
our customers happy. We had one of
our busiest summers ever in 2020
and hope to see new and old faces
again this season,” Weston says.
BICENTENNIAL NATURE AREA
TIPPECANOE.IN.GOV/193/PARKSRECREATION-FACILITIES

For those that own a canoe, kayak,
paddle board or windsurf board,
the Bicentennial Nature Area may
be the perfect park-like setting with
calmer, inviting waters. This hidden

gem is tucked away on the north
side of Sagamore Parkway between
Duncan Road and Schuyler Avenue
and can only be accessed from exit
ramps off Sagamore Parkway.
Posted Tippecanoe County Park
rules state that swimming and the
use of wave-runners and jet skis is
prohibited. Electric trolling motors
on small fishing boats are allowed.
An Indiana fishing license is required for catch-and-release fishing
in the large pond that covers approximately 70 acres.
The Bicentennial Nature Area,
spanning 196 acres, was purchased
from Fairfield Builders Supply using
grant funds from the Tippecanoe
County Park and Recreation Foundation, Inc., the Indiana Heritage
Trust Fund and the Bicentennial
Nature Trust.

FISHING SPOTS

FAIRFIELD LAKES
TIPPECANOE.IN.GOV/193/PARKS
RECREATION-FACILITIES

The Tippecanoe County Parks
department manages the four lakes
that make up Fairfield Lakes located
near Dayton, in partnership with the
Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR). Fishing is allowed,
and the lakes are stocked by the
IDNR with bass, crappie, catfish and
bluegill.
Boats with electric trolling motors are allowed at Fairfield Lakes;
however ramps aren’t available so
visitors must be able to carry their
boats to the water’s edge to avoid
causing any damage to the grounds.
There are a few ADA accessible
fishing pads by the northwest lake.
Visitors that are seeking canoe
access to the Wildcat Creek should
navigate to the south side of the
park.
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LAFAYETTE PARKS
LAFAYETTE.IN.GOV/408/PARKS-TRAILS

The recently completed phase III
of the Lafayette Parks and Recreation Department’s master plan
includes the addition of several fishing nodes around Columbian Park’s
lagoon. A boardwalk near the water
featuring adult swings and ADA
accessible fishing piers is another
exciting development on Memorial
Island, located in Columbian Park.
And perhaps one of the most anticipated attractions to return to the
lagoon are the popular pedal boats
(paddle boats to long-timers). This
nostalgic water activity is certain to
bring back fond memories from the
early days of the park.
Armstrong Park, named after
Purdue alumnus and astronaut Neil

Armstrong, is located on the south
side of Lafayette. Fishing is allowed
at the pond, which is conveniently
surrounded by a paved walking
path.
Thomas and Alice Munger donated a large contribution towards the
development of Munger Park, on
the northeast end of Lafayette. This
32-acre park also permits fishing in
its pond, which is surrounded by a
paved trail.
Shamrock Park may be well
known for its dog park on the southwest side of Lafayette, but it also
offers a small boat ramp with access
to the Wabash River.
McAllister Park, named after
A.J. and Dorothy McAllister, who
donated to the Lafayette Parks and
Recreation Department, sits off of

North Ninth Street. Fishing is available along the banks of the Wabash
River.
Lyboult Sports Park can be found
north of the Harrison Street bridge
in Lafayette and is named in honor
of Sam Lyboult, a former Lafayette
Parks Superintendent. While the
park does cater to land sports, fishing also is available in the Wabash
River, just off the Wabash Heritage
Trail. ★
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Personal, neighborly and unique:
Greater Lafayette boutiques cater to every taste
BY ANGELA K. ROBERTS

Need a pair of trendy

PHOTOS PROVIDED

boots to replace your fuzzy slippers you

somehow wore out during hundreds of Zoom calls? Does your
pandemic puppy – who’s now a full-grown, 59-lb. Boxer – crave a
new chewy toy? On the hunt for made-in-Indiana goodies to gift your
family members who are finally coming to visit?
Whatever your need, Greater Lafayette boutiques are open for
your business.
Retail experts cite a lot of benefits to buying from small, independent sellers, including getting personalized service, making
neighborly connections and finding items unique to the area. All of
these perks and more are waiting for you in the specialty stores of

downtown Lafayette and beyond. Here are four must-sees.
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Essentially Aqua
519 Main St., Lafayette
essentiallyaqua.com
Bowl-shaped pendant lights, wood floors and white-trimmed
columns of azure blue give an urban spa vibe to Essentially Aqua, a
bath boutique and gift shop located on Main between Fifth and Sixth
streets. Aurora Wilson, who began by selling bath bombs and lotion
bars from her home, graduated to local farmers markets before
opening a brick-and-mortar business last November.
Essentially Aqua purveys body sprays, natural deodorants, bath
scrubs, bath bombs, body butters and soaps – some of which look
good enough to eat, such as the Heavenly Honeysuckle Soap, which
resembles a swirling slab of pink and white fudge. Products are
handmade with an eye toward natural ingredients, limited waste and
eco-friendly packaging.
Wilson, who routinely uses the products in her shop, says that she
has personally found her shampoo and conditioner bars to be the
most beneficial. “Less frizz, better growth and fewer split ends have
made me love my hair for the first time in a long time,” she says.
“They have absolutely changed my hair for the better.”
If you’d like to learn some of the secrets behind the business,
Essentially Aqua provides bath bomb-making classes for ages 4 and
up. The shop also offers custom gifts and wholesale pricing on some
popular items.

Retail Therapy
1005 Main St., Lafayette
facebook.com/retailtherapy1005
Sunshiny-yellow window trim and a cheerful red door greet
shoppers at Retail Therapy, located in a brick building catty-corner
from the East End Grill. Alicia Dunbar, who made childhood memories with her brother riding bikes from Historic Ninth Street Hill to
downtown Lafayette, says that locating her store in the heart of the
city seemed natural when she established the business in 2020.
Inside the shop, golden walls and an arched fireplace serve as a
backdrop for t-shirts, dresses, jewelry, home décor and accessories.
Among Dunbar’s favorite wares are those featuring her hometown
or home state, including Indiana-themed keychains and luggage tags
and a pillow sporting a map of Lafayette and West Lafayette.
“After living and traveling all over, I have always been proud to be
from here,” says Dunbar, who recently returned after 20 years away.
While the main part of the store is for humans only, leashed dogs
are always welcome in the back room, a pet boutique called reTAIL
therapy. Here, dogs can sit and stay while their owners pick up
squeaky toys, premium treats and pet-themed human accessories.
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Gretel’s Fine Gifts
1530 Win Hentschel Blvd., West Lafayette
gretelsfinegifts.com
Gretel Kulupka grew up on a farm, learning everything from car
repair to good manners to gardening from her parents. She graduated from Purdue University with degrees in electrical engineering
technology and creative arts, and at various times held jobs as a food
server, an electrician, a garden center manager and a school bus
driver.
The sum total of her experiences, Kulupka says, is what customers
glean when they shop at Gretel’s Fine Gifts, located in the College
Park Center strip mall adjacent to Purdue Research Park. Part garden center, part gift shop and part clothing boutique, the suburban
store with a green-trimmed glass door features an ever-changing
display of items for every age. Among the products offered recently:
an ABC Indiana board book, colorful mini art poles for potted plants,
flowery kimono wraps, essential oil diffusers and Republic of Tea
canisters.
Kulupka, who opened her store in 2004, says that customers
frequently tell her they came just to escape the outside world. Others
come with a goal in mind. “Often people stop on their way to an
event, confident that they will find the perfect gift. It is then attractively wrapped and ready to give! Perfect time management,” she
enthuses.

Mad Love Boutique
609 Main St., Lafayette
facebook.com/madloveboutiqueIN
Walking into Mad Love Boutique is like dropping by the house of
longtime friends. Located at Sixth and Main in the space formerly
occupied by Kathy’s Kandies, the store owned by Stephanie and
Chris Deckard is truly a family affair.
The Deckards, who also own and operate Velvet Lotus Photography, have three kids and a Dachshund puppy, all of whom feature
prominently in the shop’s expertly photographed Facebook and
Instagram images.
At any time when you visit the store, you might see Sophie, the
shop dog, lounging on an antique rug covering hardwood floors, or
their kids posing against a photo wall, adorned with artificial leaves
and a neon sign that reads “Hello, Loves,” one of Stephanie’s signature phrases. Or Stephanie modeling whatever is in season, from
sunglasses to flowing skirts to chunky sweaters.
Inside this light and airy store, with fluorescent lights suspended
from tall, ornamental ceilings, Stephanie employs industrial pipe
racks and antique furniture to display clothing, shoes, handbags
and skin products in scents such as lavender honey and rosewood.
A self-described “jewelry girl,” Stephanie also carries a collection of
earrings, bracelets and headbands. “My favorite accessory sources
are women-owned, and that makes me happy,” she says. ★
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Fans clamor to local stadiums for
football, food and fun
BY KEN THOMPSON PHOTOS PROVIDED
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s Greater Lafayette and the
rest of the United States ease back
into what will pass for normalcy in
the post-COVID-19 era, fans of local
high school and Purdue University
sports will again enjoy a long-standing tradition.
Tailgating began in parking lots
outside of stadiums before and after
football games as a way for fans to
socialize while sharing food and
drink. Tailgating has become such a
part of the athletic culture that it is
featured in commercials and
TV shows.
While a tailgate is not necessary
to enjoy the game-day experience,
there are some fans who have taken
this tradition to the next level.
Two Harrison High School fans,
Brian Knoy and Casey Dillon, park
bread trucks outside A.J. Rickard
Field before every Raiders home
football game. Knoy says the decision to buy a bread truck came down
to saving time.
“We just got tired of loading and
unloading,” Knoy says. “It was more
of a storage place to start.”
Knoy’s bread truck carries quite
a cargo: tables, chairs, coolers and
grills. The bread truck also carries a
satellite dish that allows his group
to watch sports channels and other
games.
For Harrison games, a typical 7
p.m. start will see Knoy set up about
two hours beforehand. For Purdue
games, TV times dictate Knoy’s
plans. For a noon game, he typically
will set up at 8 a.m.
To display Knoy’s loyalty to
Harrison and Purdue, he called on a
neighbor who is skilled in airbrushing to paint one side of the bread
truck in Harrison colors and the
other side in Purdue gold and black.

While some tailgating families
break out a secret recipe, Knoy
keeps the menu simple with the
standard hot dogs and hamburgers.
“We keep it simple,” he says. “It’s
just more about hanging out. It’s
a way of extending a Friday night
football game experience.”
With three of his four children
playing high school football for the
Raiders, Knoy knows the bread
truck will get plenty of use during
the next few years.
“It’s about the opportunity to
watch our kids play something they
love,” Knoy says.
While COVID-19 meant no tailgating outside of Purdue’s Ross-Ade
Stadium during the abbreviated
2020 college football season, Harrison officials did permit smaller
groups before its football games.
“We missed tailgating and going
to the Purdue games for sure,” Knoy
says.
Like his friend, Casey Dillon was
also a high school athlete. After
playing football for Clinton Prairie
High School and Valparaiso University, Dillon wanted to continue the
game day experience.
“Football is a huge part of my life,”
Dillon says. “Supporting my kids
playing at Harrison and our community at Purdue is a great investment
in my time and resources.”
Athletics is a family affair in the
Dillon home. His oldest son, Keon,
played four years for the Raiders
before graduating in 2018. Daughter Kiara was a four-year starter for
the Raiders softball team and was a
freshman outfielder at Purdue this
past season. His youngest son, Cailix, was a quarterback on the Harrison freshman football team in 2020.
The Dillon family also has a bread
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truck it uses for tailgating and usually you can find it side-by-side with
the Knoy bread truck.
“We share resources like grills,
chairs, refreshments and such for
pre-game and game days,” Dillon
says. “We store tables, chairs, TV,
generator, pop-up flags and coolers
inside. We can be set up and ready
to go in 30 minutes or less after
arrival.”
Depending on kickoff times, Dillon will expand his tailgating menu
beyond hamburgers and hot dogs.
“Early games are pretty easy.
Afternoon games will be a bit more
exciting with smoking meat all day,”
he says. “It is common to have 20
people and everyone bring one dish
to share. It is pretty light work on
each family but fun to get together.”
Dillon’s bread truck was formerly
used by an Indianapolis firm for
Colts game days. After purchasing
the bread truck, Dillon had Madmen
Creative design and install a vehicle
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wrap to show off his Harrison pride.
Dillon is looking forward to
having company tailgate parties
each week for Purdue home football
games.
“We have a party committee
established to ensure food, fun
and games are ready for adults and
children alike,” says Dillon, CEO of
Atlas Excavating.
Central Catholic athletic director
Tim Bordenet regards Shawn and
Christine Siemers as his school’s
most die-hard tailgaters.
“We started many years ago when
we bought an old bread truck and
converted it into a tailgate truck,”
Shawn Siemers sayd. “My job has
me traveling away from home
during most weeks so tailgating at
Central Catholic games is a great
way to decompress from a long work
week and launch into the weekend.
“Beautiful fall weather, a tailgate
with friends and a football game is a
combination that’s tough to beat.”

The Siemers family and other supporters of Central Catholic football
have had plenty to cheer about since
2009, bringing home six Class A
state championship trophies.
A self-described “horrific track
athlete” during his days at Central
Catholic, Siemers is among several
die-hard supporters who paid for
reserved parking spaces outside
LaRocca Field as part of a school
fund-raiser.
“Over the years, the number of
families tailgating before the games
has increased so the atmosphere
continues to become more vibrant,”
Siemers says.
Part of any tailgate experience is
the food and drink. Siemers comes
to LaRocca Field more than ready to
satisfy not just his group but others
as well.
“Our tailgate truck is stocked
with equipment to keep our menu
like that of a parking lot carnival
concession booth,” he says. “Corn
dogs, nachos, hot pretzels, popcorn,
shaved ice, etc.
“Our tailgate tends to attract a
lot of kids escaping their parents’
tailgate where more healthy food
is being served. I think if we add a
cotton candy machine we might be
complete.”
Siemers says the best weekends
are when both CC and Purdue have
home games.
“Many of our friends that tailgate
with us at CC games on Friday night
will also join us at the Purdue tailgate on Saturday along with our college friends,” Siemers says. “There’s
never a stranger at a tailgate.”
After a year on the tailgating
sideline thanks to the pandemic,
Siemers is calling 2021 “the year of
‘revenge’ tailgating.
“I’m ready to get the tailgate truck
rolling again this year. We are ready
to take revenge against COVID.” ★

Barrington Woods

neighborhood now selling in Lafayette.
• Homes starting from the 280’s •
• Across from Wyandotte Elementary School •
• Basement sites available •
• Wooded lots still available •

New Section of Auburn Meadows
Now Open in West Lafayette.
For more information call Chris Scheumann at 765.412.8827
or visit Timberstone-Homes.com
For an amazing new, custom-built home and an equally amazing
home-buying experience, choose Timberstone — Greater Lafayette's local
builder dedicated to offering the highest standard in design style, quality
workmanship and service integrity in Indiana.
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INSPIRED BY
TIME THAT’S
ON YOUR SIDE
When you are on a tight schedule, it
helps to get in and out of your provider’s
office as quickly as possible. The ON MY
WAY feature allows you to do just that.
Go to FranciscanExpressCare.org and
let your nearest Urgent Care office staff
know you’re coming and they will be
ready for your arrival.

No appointment needed.

In-person and virtual visits.

Reserve your appointment time…ONLINE!

FranciscanExpressCare.org
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AVOID THE WAITING ROOM

Some Things Are
Worth Fighting For.
At Tipmont, That’s You. Now and
Always, We’re Fighting For You.

FIGHTING FOR

a Fair, Flexible
Energy Future
The electric energy market is now more
competitive than ever. That’s why Tipmont is
exploring options to choose a new power partner
while preserving our reliability, flexibility and
reasonable rates.

FIGHTING FOR

Better Internet
Access
As with electricity 80 years ago, inequitable
internet access is leaving rural Indiana behind.
Tipmont solved that challenge, and Wintek
powered by Tipmont is repeating history.

CLOSING YOUR
DIGITAL DIVIDE

COST
Competitive and fixed
energy costs.

FLEXIBILITY
Increased renewable energy
investments.

2028

2024

We’ve cut in half the time needed to cover our
electric service area that is underserved with
internet.

3,000

Members connected
since 2019

30,000
FREEDOM
Truly local decision-making.

Rural Hoosiers with access to
broadband by 2024

16
Free public WiFi access points
by August 2021

LEARN MORE
tipmont.org/fightingforyou | fightingforyou@tipmont.org
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WE’LL HELP YOU SEE BEYOND

THE BOTTOM LINE.

GENBNK-ADPR-PURDUE-1219

COMMERCIAL BANKING

|

PERSONAL BANKING

|

P R I VAT E W E A LT H

firstmerchants.com 1-800-205-3464
Deposit accounts and loan products are offered by First Merchants Bank, Member FDIC, Equal Housing Lender.
First Merchants Private Wealth Advisors products are not FDIC insured, are not deposits of First Merchants Bank, are not guaranteed by any federal government agency,
and may lose value. Investments are not guaranteed by First Merchants Bank and are not insured by any government agency.
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Your
Greater
Lafayette
real estate
experts
We’ve been buying and selling real estate in
Greater Lafayette for over 100 years.

Let us simplify the process for you.

SHOOK
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

765-742-1400 • www.shook.com • 427 Main Street, Downtown Lafayette
136007 _ SHOOK
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Less time with us.
More time with them.
“The mobile experience is smooth, quick, and easy to use.” -Michael

PURDUEFED.COM/DigitalBanking
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Federally insured by NCUA.

